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8.1.  the evolution of the Somatic and Behavioral adaptations of apes 

8.1.1.  The Evolution of Apes.  current evidence indicates that the earliest ape-like 
primates (proto-apes) emerged in africa during the early miocene about 22 million years ago 
(m.y.a.).  the best known of these was Proconsul (Walker, 1997; potts, 2004; singleton, 2004).  
With its similarly proportioned forelimbs and hindlimbs, Proconsul retained the quadruped 
posture and locomotor pattern of old World monkeys but it shared some traits with apes, such 
as lack of a tail (Ward et al., 1991).  Proconsul’s facial and dental features suggest that it was 
principally a soft-fruit consumer (beynon et al., 1998).  another early-miocene proto-ape, 
Afropithecus, had more robust teeth and mandibles, suggesting that its diet also included hard 
and abrasive substances (leakey and Walker, 1997).  this suggests an adaptation of using 
terrestrial resources, perhaps cereals and tubers.  the middle miocene (about 16 to 13 m.y.a.) 
witnessed a climate change in africa and eurasia, with decreased temperatures, increased 
seasonal variations, and the consequent spread of open woodlands and grasslands (andrews et 
al., 1997).  apes of the mid-miocene, like Kenyapithecus of Africa (McCrossin and Benefit, 
1997) and Griphopithecus of eurasia (King et al., 1998), tended to be large-bodied animals 
with powerful mandibles, and teeth displaying considerable wear.  the adaptations that gave 
rise to the surviving apes took place during the late miocene, about 12.5 m.y.a (mccrossin 
et al., 1998; singleton, 2004).  these changes included the development of a broad chest and 
shortened trunk, elongated forelimbs relative to the hind limbs, loss of the tail, more versatile 
shoulder, elbow and wrist joints, and large hands with strong digits (begun, 2004; Gebo, 2004).  
these changes suggest two new locomotor adaptations: a shift from quadruped locomotion to 
brachiation and clambering in the trees, and the semi-liberation of the arms and hands while 
assuming a comfortable sitting posture in the trees or on the ground.  among these new apes 
were Oreopithecus  (harrison and rook, 1997) and Dryopithecus (moyà-solà and Köhler, 
1996) in eurasia, Sivapithecus in pakistan (pilbeam, 1982; Ward, 1997), and Lufengpithecus 
in china (schwartz, 1997).

apes are warm climate animals and the continuing cooling of northern europe and 
asia led to their extinction north of the alps in the late miocene, although some species 
still flourished along the Mediterranean coast about 10 to 8 m.y.a. (Potts, 2004).  By the late 
miocene and early pleistocene (about 7 to 5 m.y.a.), apes became restricted to the subtropical 
and tropical regions of asia and africa.  the precise phylogeny of the surviving apes, and the 
line ancestral to humans is uncertain (martin, 1990).  on the basis of earlier paleontological 
evidence, and recent genomic analyses (shoshani et al., 1996; satta et al., 2000; page and 
Goodman, 2001; chimpanzee sequencing and analysis consortium, 2005) it is assumed that 
gibbons split off from our common ancestors about 18 m.y.a., orangutans about 12 m.y.a., 
gorillas about 12 m.y.a., and chimpanzees about 7 to 5 m.y.a., followed by the  emergence of 
the australopithecine hominids about 5 to 4 m.y.a. 

8.1.2. Somatic Adaptations of the Extant Lesser and Greater Apes.  the two families of 
extant apes are the Hylobatidae, or lesser apes, and the Pongidae (Hominoidea), the greater 
apes.  the family of lesser apes—the gibbons and siamangs of southeast asia—are small (5-
12 kg) animals.  they differ from monkeys of a similar size by lacking a tail and having short 
legs and extremely long arms and fingers.  These adaptations are related to their distinctive 
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mode of arboreal locomotion.  instead of running on four limbs on the surface of tree branches 
and leaping from one branch to another, or from one tree to the next, like most monkeys 
do, gibbons brachiate.  they travel with great speed by using their long arms to swing from 
branch to branch, relying on their long hooked fingers to firmly grasp the branches. This allows 
gibbons to use the highest and outermost branches of tall trees to propel themselves from 
one tree to the next without having to descend to the ground and thus avoid predators.  When 
on the ground, gibbons move bipedally, clumsily balancing themselves with their swinging 
long arms. the greater apes—the orangutans of sumatra and borneo, the gorillas of central 
africa, and the common chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) of central and West africa are large 
animals.  the “pygmy” chimpanzees, the bonobos (Pan paniscus) of the congo, are likewise 
large (in excess of 25 kg) when compared with most terrestrial monkeys (tuttle, 1986; smith 
and Jungers, 1997; dunbar and barrett, 2000; fig. 8-1). 

8.1.3. Behavioral Adaptations of the Great Apes.  it has been argued that brachiation 
was the original form of locomotion in the early arboreal great apes (Gebo, 2004).  among 
extant apes, brachiation is common among orangutans that spend most of their time in trees, 
but it is less common among chimpanzees and gorillas (fleagle, 1999; hunt 2004).  instead, 
gorillas and chimpanzees clamber on trees (povinelli and cant, 1995).  on the ground, they do 
not walk like quadruped monkeys do (with the digits of the hands flat on the ground) but use 
their knuckles (the middle phalanges of the fingers) to support their weight (Marzke, 1996).  
this unusual way of locomotion suggests a transition from clambering to a quasi-quadruped 
form of locomotion, with the trunk in a diagonal (rather than a horizontal) position, and with 
more weight put on the hindlimbs than the forelimbs.  Once they find a secure location to 
feed, chimpanzees sit on their buttocks and use their freed hands to pick fruits, nurse or caress 
their young, or groom themselves or their partners.  the loss of the tail in great apes may be 
related to this preference of assuming an upright sitting posture when not moving about, with 
the trunk maintained in a vertical position without arm support.  occasionally, chimpanzees 
assume a biped posture, as when looking over long grasses or bushes, and run on their hind-
legs for short distances, carrying fruit or other portable objects in their hands (Goodall, 1968, 
1986; stanford, 2006).  in the laboratory, chimpanzees readily assume a biped posture when 
they have to reach for elevated food items (videan and mcGrew, 2002).  

8.2.  the Somatic, Behavioral, and Neural adaptations of chimpanzees

the common chimpanzee and the bonobo chimpanzee (fig. 8-1) are genetically, 
anatomically and behaviorally the closest of man’s relations among the greater apes.  
accordingly, they will be the subjects of much of our discussion below.

8.2.1.  Chimpanzee Reproduction and Development.  the reproduction rate of chimpanzees 
is much lower than of monkeys and their development is much slower (tutin and mcGinnis, 
1981; Janson and van schaik, 1993; sugiyama, 2004; littleton, 2005).  female chimpanzees 
do not exhibit signs of puberty until about 9-10 years of age (capuchin monkeys are sexually 
mature by 6-7 years), and do not menstruate until they are 11-12 years old.  the average length 
of the estrus cycle is 37 days; gestation 227 days.  Juvenile male chimpanzees begin to copulate 
with adolescent females as early as 4 years of age but do not ejaculate and do not form consort 
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relationship with mature females until late 
adolescence (Goodall, 1986; pusey et al., 
1997).  chimpanzees of all ages tend to 
be promiscuous; the ovulating female is 
mounted by several males in succession, 
sometimes by all the males of the group 
(Watts, 2007).  first pregnancy occurs at 
about 12-13 years of age and lactation 
lasts 3-5 years. once reproductively 
mature, female chimpanzees give birth 
about every 6 years in the wild, monkeys 
every 1-2 years.  chimpanzees nurse 
infants twice as long as do monkeys.  the 
mother does not usually become pregnant 
until her young is weaned.  

the chimpanzee mother is totally 
dedicated to nourish, caress and protect 
its helpless newborn.  until it is about 
3-6 months old, the infant clings to her 
mother’s fur in a ventral position, and the 
mother often supports it with one hand 
when she travels (silk, 1978).  When 
about 6-8 months old, the mother lifts 
the infant onto her back and thereafter 
the infant climbs onto her mother’s back 
and rides in a “jockey” position.  after 
about 12 months of age, the infant is 
encouraged by the mother to travel on its 
own, tipping or shaking it off her back, 
and the infant begins to take brief forays 
away from its mother.  but if the infant 
ventures too far, or falls, the solicitous 
mother retrieves it; she embraces the 
infant when she sights some threat, such 
as an approaching hawk.  the tolerant 
mother allows the young to climb all 
over her and bother her, and plays with it 
frequently, swinging it on a tree branch, 

tickling or sparing with it.  in summary, there are many similarities in the reproduction and 
development of chimpanzees and humans, except for the pronounced promiscuity of the female 
chimpanzee.  it is generally assumed that their prolonged youth and longevity constitutes an 
adaptive trait that enables them to master complex extractive foraging techniques, including 
tool use (see below).

CH IM PAN Z E E S
AA

BB

Fig. 8-1.  a common chimpanzee (a), and a bonobo, or pygmy, 
chimpanzee (B).  (a, from primate.Wisconsin.ed. B. from commons.
Wikimedia.org)
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8.2.2.  Chimpanzee Daily Behavior and Social Organization.  in their natural habitat, 
chimpanzees travel considerable distances to feed and spend much time, up to 6-7 hours a 
day, in that endeavor  (Goodall, 1963, 1968; reynolds and reynolds, 1965; Wrangham, 1977; 
yamagiwa,  2004).  they may feed for 2-3 hours at one site, and then move on to another; the 
next day they may return to the initial locations.  

Nutrition.  fruit is the favorite food of chimpanzees.  When fruit trees are abundant at a 
particular site, they forage in larger parties; when they have to visit scattered fruit trees, group 
size decreases (nishida, 1970; doran, 1997; newton-fisher et al., 2000; basabose, 2004; itoh 
and Nishida, 2007).  This has been referred to as the fission-fusion pattern.  When fruit is not 
available, chimpanzees consume flowers, shoots, leaves, pith and bark, and when foraging on 
the ground they supplement their vegetarian diet by raiding ant or termite mounds, using tools 
to “fish” for them (see below).  When hungry for meat, they chase and overpower bushbucks, 
bush pigs, colobus monkeys, and baboons (teleki, 1973; nishida et al., 1983).  the larger and 
stronger males pursue and capture prey more often than the weaker females encumbered by 
infants (mcGrew, 1992).  in some locations, male chimpanzees form cooperative groups to 
hunt for larger prey, with some individuals acting as chasers, ambushers or capturers (boesch 
and boesch, 1989).  once the prey is captured, the meat is distributed in accordance with the 
hierarchic status of group members.  but other chimpanzees gathering around the male hunters 
may also receive or take meat from the hunters.

Nest Building.  because of their nomadic life style, wild chimpanzees spend the night in 
different places.  typically, they climb up a tree at dusk and prepare a nest to sleep in.  the nest 
is built in several minutes, skillfully intertwining branches found locally on a nearby tree, and 
padding it with twigs and leaflets to make it more comfortable (Goodall, 1962; Hediger, 1977; 
hohmann and fruth, 1996; stewart et al., 2007).  such beds may also be prepared during the 
day for resting or taking a nap (Groves and sabater pí, 1985). Wild-born chimpanzees build 
and use beds more often than captive-born animals do, and build them better (videan, 2006).  
among captive chimpanzees, those reared by their mother spend more time building and using 
beds than do nursery-reared chimpanzees, suggesting that nest building is a learned behavior.  
Wild chimpanzees may also use leaves as cushions to sit on wet ground (hirata et al., 1998) 
and “seat sticks” and “stepping sticks” to protect their skin from thorns on trees (alp, 1997). 

 Social Organization.  chimpanzees live in organized groups, or troops that range in size 
from less than a dozen up to a hundred or more individuals (nishida, 1970; Goodall, 1986).  
the community may contain several generations of older males and females, not necessarily 
close kin, and their subadult, adolescent, juvenile, and infant progeny carried by their mothers.  
social cohesion is achieved through a dynamic interaction characterized by competition and 
cooperation (muller and mitani, 2005).  there is typically a dominance hierarchy within the 
community, with an alpha male or an alliance of two or more males in charge of the group and 
claiming privileged access to mating partners and favored feeding, resting and sleeping sites 
(Goodall, 1968, 1986; nishida, 1970; de Waal, 1987; newton-fisher, 2004).  males achieve 
their high social status by virtue of their strength, fighting skill, and aggressive displays, as well 
as through the formation of alliances.  to maintain his position, a dominant male may engage 
in such agonistic displays as branch shaking, stamping and shrieking, but rarely uses physical 
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violence.  adolescent males are subordinate to adult males but as they get bigger and stronger, 
they may achieve higher status.  high rank is usually not achieved until a male becomes 
about 20 years old; and his dominant status may end by about 30 years of age. although 
female chimpanzees are far less aggressive than males, there are also low- and high-ranking 
individuals among them.  the daughters of high-ranking females tend to inherit the social 
status of their mothers, due to the support they receive from them when conflicts arise.  There is 
also evidence that adult females, not necessarily relatives, tend to form close friendships with 
one another (langergraber et al., 2009). 

Communication.  an essential requirement for the maintenance of a complex and dynamic 
social organization is effective communication.  chimpanzees communicate their feelings, 
desires and moods to one another by facial expressions (fig. 8-2), vocalizations and gesturing 
(fig. 8-3), and other body movements (Kohts, 1935; Goodall, 1986; hostetter et al., 2001; 
Kojima et al., 2003; parr, 2003; blake, 2004; liebal et al., 2004; pika et al., 2005; Waller and 
dunbar, 2005; parr et al., 2007; pollick and de Waal, 2007; taglialatela et al., 2011).  as many 
as 23 facial mimetic muscles have been identified in the chimpanzee, with little difference 
in their anatomical organization from that found in humans (burrows et al., 2006).  Gestures 
include hand extension, arm flapping, branch waving, chest beating, foot stamping; with a 
total of 66 different combinations that have been recognized (hobaiter and byrne, 2011).  
vocalizations include pant grunts (an expression of respect) and pant hoots (an expression 
of anger), and two types of screams; one emitted by the aggressor, the other by the victim 
(slocombe and zuberbuhler, 2005).

Reciprocal Grooming.  the most important social bonding mechanism among chimpanzees 
is the reciprocal grooming between two individuals (Goodall, 1968, 1986) or clusters of several 
individuals (nakamura, 2003).  mothers regularly groom infants but that is not reciprocated.  as 
they grow older, mutual grooming develops between juveniles and their mother and siblings.  
this behavior strengthens the bonding of the nuclear family within the larger community.  
upon reaching adolescence, male chimpanzees start to groom their elders, perhaps trying 

to ingratiate themselves, but they do 
not usually become integrated into the 
dominance hierarchy until they become 
adults.  upon reaching higher status, they 
may also groom lower ranking males, 
perhaps to strengthen their allegiance.  

Peacemaking.  Conflicts within group 
members leading to aggressive displays 
are frequent among chimpanzees, which 
sometimes lead to fierce physical fights.  
an important mechanism that sustains 
social solidarity is that aggressive 
episodes are often followed by acts of 
peacemaking, initiated either by the 
winner or loser (Goodall, 1968, 1986; de 

C H I M PA N Z E E  FA C I A L  E X P R E S S I O N

Fig. 8-2.  facial expression, interpreted as excitement.  
(from Google images.)
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Waal, 1987, 1989; fuentes et al., 2002) or 
a bystander (de Waal and suchak, 2010; 
romero and de Waal, 2010).  peacemaking 
may take the form of appeasement of the 
aggressor by the victim, the consolation of 
the victim by the aggressor or by a third 
party (fig. 8-4).  

Joint Enterprises.  adult males 
of a group jointly embark on hunting 
expeditions and patrolling the boundaries 
of their home range (Goodall, 1986; 
de Waal, 1989).  a striking aspect of 
patrolling behavior is the silence in which 
it is carried out; the animals avoid treading 
on dry leaves and rustling the vegetation.  
patrolling is a dangerous undertaking 
because if the males of the neighboring 
community discover them, a fight may 
ensue in which some of the animals 
may get injured or even killed.  When 
the patrolling chimpanzees return, there 
is celebration with an outburst of loud 
hooting, drumming, hurling of rocks, and 
chasing one another (Goodall, 1986).

Food Sharing.  chimpanzee mothers 
allow their infants to take food from them 
but unlike human mothers, they do not 
actively feed them (silk, 1978).  sharing 
of plant food is not common among 
adults (slocombe and newton-fisher, 
2005), although it has been observed 
among savanna chimpanzees (pruetz and 
lindshield, 2011).  the chimpanzee trying 
to get food from another begs by holding 
out its hand.  the recipients are typically 

younger than the donor, and the transfer is most common from males to females. however, when 
one member of a hunting party kills a prey, all of them share the meat (nishida, 1970; mcGrew, 
1992; hohmann and fruth, 1993).  it has also been reported that foraging chimpanzees that 
locate a tree with ripe fruits inform others with loud pant hoots, which attract group members 
to the site (Wrangham, 1977).  

Social Play.  play is an important part of the social life of all mammals, and the play 
of chimpanzees is distinguished by its vigorousness and complexity (loizos, 1967; fagen, 

CHIMPANZEE VOCALIZATION AND GESTURING

C O N S O L AT I O N  O F  A  V I C T I M

Fig. 8-3.  a young chimpanzee screaming and reaching 
out, begging to reclaim food taken from it by an older 
chimpanzee.  (from pollick and de Waal, 2007) 

Fig. 8-4.  a juvenile chimpanzee putting an arm around an 
older screaming male that was defeated in a fight.  (from de 
Waal and suchak, 2010.) 
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1981).  a young chimpanzee may play by itself, hanging from a tree branch and swinging 
itself, somersaulting or pirouetting on the ground, or carrying around some object.  but its 
preference is to play with others, preferably a peer of a similar age (cordoni and palagi, 2011).  
social play is initiated by the display of a “play face,” with the mouth open and displaying both 
the upper and lower teeth.  the expression is possibly analogous to human laughter, signaling 
good-natured, friendly disposition.  the social play of young chimpanzees includes chasing, 
pushing, pulling, gently biting the other, and wrestling.  Among the many social benefits of 
playing is the honing of the juvenile’s motor skills, learning how to interact with others, and 
becoming familiar with the strength, agility and temperamental traits of peers.  

8.2.3.  Chimpanzees’ Use of Natural and Modified Tools.  Wild chimpanzees use natural 
objects as tools and, in some cases, modify them to procure hard to get valuable nutrients.  
They use flexible grass blades or twigs to “fish” for termites or ants (Goodall, 1964; Nishida, 
1973; tuttle, 1986; boesch and boesch, 1990; mcGrew, 1992); stout sticks to perforate termite 
mounds (sanz, et al., 2004; sanz and morgan, 2007) and to open the nest of army ants (sanz, 
2010); stones to crack open hard nuts (beck, 1980; boesch and boesch, 1981); leaves to soak 
up fluids (Goodall, 1968); and sticks to get honey from beehives (Fay and Carroll, 1994) 
or skewer bushbabies (pruetz and bertolani, 2007).  While tools are employed principally 
to obtain food, occasionally tree branches or stones are also used for offense or defense 
(Kortlandt, 1965; Goodall, 1986).  chimpanzees have been observed to throw rocks at olive 
baboons, other chimpanzees, and humans; however, their aiming is usually poor (mcGrew, 
1992).  in the laboratory, chimpanzees readily use poles or rakes to extend their arms’ length to 
reach some desired object outside their cage (Köhler, 1924).  When given a choice of selecting 
the right flexible or rigid tool to achieve a particular purpose, most chimpanzees select the 
right tool on the first trial (Manrique et al., 2010).  They also use poles as a ladder to escape 
from an enclosure (menzel, 1973).  learning plays a role in all these accomplishments, since 
chimpanzees reared in captivity with little experience with sticks are less efficient in learning 
to use a rake to draw food into their cage than wild-reared chimpanzees (menzel et al., 1970).  
the same difference has been found in the ability of wild- and captive chimpanzees in various 
other tests of efficient tool use (Morimura and Mori, 2010).  finally, chimpanzees reared in 
human homes learn, by training or imitation, to appropriately use various household utensils 
and implements, such as spoons, glasses, keys, and screwdrivers (Kohts, 1935; hayes and 
hayes 1954; temerlin, 1975). 

Tool Modification.  a serviceable termite probe must have certain properties and that may 
require some modification of the material used.  When a twig is used, it must be denuded of 
its leaves, flexible enough to bend and conform to the twists and turns of the passageway into 
the termite mound’s interior, and resilient enough to spring back to its original shape for re-
insertion (Goodall, 1968).  the aggressive termites attach themselves to the probe, which is 
withdrawn and the termites are licked off and swallowed.  the probe is then reinserted again.  
When the end of the probe gets bent, it may be torn off or it may be inverted; when it becomes 
too short, it may be cast away and another probe prepared.  chimpanzees may also fray the end 
of a twig with their teeth to produce a brush-tipped probe, which increases greatly the number 
of termites that attach themselves to the device (suzuki et al., 1995; sanz et al., 2004; sanz et 
al., 2009; Fig. 8-5).  Or they may first use a stout stick to perforate the mound, and then use a 
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flexible probe (Sanz and Morgan, 2007).  Termite fishing is particularly common during the 
rainy season when insects open holes in the mound’s surface.  at one location, the number of 
discarded probes left near mounds increased nine-fold from the onset of the rainy season to its 
height (mcGrew, 1992). 

Tool Combination.  in his classical study, Köhler (1924) observed tool combination in a 
small group of captive chimpanzees.  provided with bamboo sticks, some of the chimpanzees 
learned to join two sticks together in order to reach a banana suspended out of reach on the 
ceiling.  When provided with boxes scattered in their enclosure, some of them learned to stack 
several boxes on top of on another to achieve the same end (fig. 8-6).  later studies showed 
that the ability to join sticks to make a longer pole requires extensive experience with handling 
sticks, typically in the form of play (birch, 1945). 

STACKING BOXES TO REACH REWARDIMPROVED TERMITE-FISHING PROBE

AA

BB

Fig. 8-5.  preparing a brush-tipped probe (a) for more 
effective harvesting of termites (B).  (after sanz et al., 2009.)

Fig 8-6.  a chimpanzee that stacked boxes to reach a 
banana suspended from the ceiling.  (from Köhler, 1926.)
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a clear example of 
tool combination is the 
use of sticks or rocks as 
an anvil and a hammer 
to crack nuts.  a stick or 
a rock is considered a 
hammer when it is aimed 
with percussive force on 
a resting target, and as an 
anvil when it serves as a 
solid base for the object to 
be cracked (beck, 1980.)  
the use of a stone as a 
hammer has been observed 
in many species.  egyptian 
vultures use stones to 
crack open the eggs of 
ground-nesting birds 
(Goodall and van lavick, 
1966) and californian 
sea otters float on their 
backs while balancing a 
stone on their chest, and 
smash mollusks on them 
until they crack (hall and 
schaller, 1964).  as we 
noted in the preceding 
chapter, wild capuchin 
monkeys use stones as 
hammers and a tree or 
the ground as the anvil.  
Wild chimpanzees have 
likewise been observed 
to use wood or stone as a 
hammer and another as 
an anvil (sugiyama and 
Koman, 1979; hannah and 
mcGrew, 1987; fig. 8-7), 
and they appear to have 
some understanding of the 
mechanics of combined 

tool use for different purposes.  according to boesch and boesch (1983), chimpanzees of the 
taï forest of cote d’ivoire place cola nuts on the ground or against a tree branch and hammer 
them with a stick.  in contrast, they place the harder panda nuts against a root as an anvil and 
pound it with a rock.  moreover, chimpanzees have been observed to purposively carry rocks 

A

B

C R A C K I N G  N U T S
A

B

Fig. 8-7.  a. a chimpanzee that has just learned how to use one concrete slab 
as an anvil and another as a hammer to crack a nut.  B. one chimpanzee looks 
on as the other cracks nuts.  (from hannah and mcGrew, 1987.)
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from one site to another over distances of up to several hundred meters. cracking nuts with 
a rock is a difficult manual task and it is not until chimpanzees are about 9-10 years old that 
they fully master that skill (boesch and boesch, 1984).  a site excavated in the taï forest has 
revealed the widespread use of stone tools as hammers by chimpanzees for cracking nuts 
(mercader et al., 2002).  however, there is no evidence that chimpanzees modify stones in the 
wild to have sharp cutting edges; although a bonobo has been trained to do that (toth et al., 
1993).

Hand Lateralization.  it has been controversial whether, paralleling the predominant use 
of the right hand for object manipulation by humans, there is lateralization of hand use by 
chimpanzees (e.g., hopkins, 1995; mcGrew and marchant, 1997).  recent studies suggest that 
there is no species- or group-specific bias in the skilled use of one or the other hand in common 
chimpanzees (marchant and mcGrew, 2007) or bonobos (chapelain and hogervorst, 2008; 
harrison and nystrom, 2008).  some individuals prefer to use their right hand for certain tasks, 
others their left hand, still others have no consistent hand preference. 

8.2.4.  Neural Evolution: Expansion and Differentiation of the Chimpanzee Neocortex.  
the chimpanzee neocortex is larger, more foliated, and probably contains more functionally 
distinct area networks than the neocortex of monkeys.  that may be the foundation of some of 
the mental advances that chimpanzees exhibit relative to monkeys.

Increase in the Size and Foliation of the Chimpanzee Neocortex.  there is a positive 
correlation in mammals in general, and primates in particular, between body size and brain 
volume (martin, 1981; stephan et al., 1981; Jerison, 1982).  the great apes are relatively large-
bodied primates.  the average body weight of the common chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes) male 
is 49 kg and of the female 41 kg (mchenry, 1994), which exceeds the weight of the heaviest 
monkeys, olive baboons and mandrills, which weigh about 37 kg (burnie and Wilson, 2001).  
pygmy chimpanzees, or bonobos (Pan paniscus) weigh less (38 and 32 kg, respectively), and 
gorillas far more (140 and 70 kg, respectively). 

increase in neocortical volume and cell number.  It is of great significance that the 
chimpanzee brain is much larger than the brain of monkeys after allometric adjustments are 
made for body weight.  according to one study, the mean volume of the baboon brain is 
144.8 cm3, that of bonobos 343 cm3 and of the common chimpanzee 395 cm3 (mchenry, 
1994).  a more recent compilation of data from several sources, estimates that the average 
brain volume of old World monkeys as 98.0 cm3, and that of great apes 369.3 cm3 (macleod, 
2004).  a considerable portion of this increase is attributable to cortical expansion.  an earlier 
calculation of neocortical increase  (“cortical progression index”) in various primates relative 
to primitive insectivores suggested a 10- to 20-fold increase in prosimians, a 40- to 50-fold 
increase in monkeys, and a 60-fold increase in chimpanzees (stephan et al., 1987; see fig. 
5-4).  as we discussed earlier, increases both in body and brain size confer advantages to the 
individual.  larger animals have relatively lower metabolic requirements than smaller ones.  
they have ecological advantages; for instance, chimpanzees can rout or prey upon smaller 
monkeys.  and, most importantly, larger animals can metabolically support a brain with an 
enlarged neocortex. 
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increase in neocortical foliation.  We have illustrated earlier the increase in the foliation 
of the cerebral cortex in a line of prosimians (fig. 5-24) and old World and new World monkeys 
(fig. 6-8).  a comparison of the cerebral cortex of the largest monkey, the mandrill, and a 
chimpanzee indicates that, in addition to the increase in the size of the chimpanzee neocortex, 
there is also a considerable increase in its foliation (Fig. 8-8).  It is difficult to specify which 
particular gyri in the chimpanzee neocortex are the new ones, but it appears that they are all 
located in the mid-portion of the frontal, temporal and parietal association areas (shown in 
yellow), not in the projection areas of the paracentral and occipital cortices (blue).

increase in the number of cortical gyri and their depth (fig. 8-9) means an increase in 
the ratio of cortical gray matter (the site of neuronal cell bodies, dendrites, and unmyelinated 
axon terminals) to cortical white matter (the myelinated afferent, efferent and commissural 
fibers).  And to the extent that this increase reflects a growth in the neuronal populations of the 

FOLIATION OF THE MONKEY AND CHIMPANZEE NEOCORTEX
MANDRILL CHIMPANZEE
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Fig. 8-8.  lateral (a) and dorsal (B) aspects of the cerebral cortex of a mandrill, and a chimpanzee (c, D).  note 
increased foliation in the frontal, parietal and temporal association areas of the chimpanzee (yellow) but little 
difference in the paracentral and occipital projection areas (blue).  (photographs from brainmuseum.org.)  
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association areas relative to the projection areas, that implies a potential increase in the sensory 
processing, mnemonic storage, and cognitive combinatorial power of the cerebral cortex.  a 
comparison of the chimpanzee neocortex with that of the mandrill at two coronal levels (figs. 
8-9, 8-10) suggests that there are new gyri in the frontal, parietal, temporal and cingulate 
cortices.  there is some evidence that, as in humans (Galaburda et al., 1978), the homologue 
of broca’s area (cantalupo and hopkins, 2001; hopkins et al., 2007; taglialatela et al., 2008; 
schenker et al., 2010) and Wernicke’s area (Gannon et al., 1998; spocter et al., 2010) tend to 
be larger in chimpanzees on the left side than on the right side.  since broca’s area is involved 
in speech production in humans, and Wernicke’s area in speech comprehension, the tentative 
identification of these structures in the chimpanzee neocortex is of great significance with 
regard to the evolution of communication (preuss, 2000; falk, 2007) and the lateralization of 
handedness (hopkins and nir, 2010).

It has been reported some time ago, that the corticospinal tract, the major motor outflow 
from the neocortex, contains far more fibers in the medullary pyramid of the chimpanzee than 
in the monkey (Lassek and Wheatley, 1945); this has been confirmed more recently (Phillips et 
al., 2009).  Transection of the pyramidal tract causes more severe motor deficits in chimpanzees 
than monkeys (tower, 1944).  following ablation of the motor cortex, terminal degeneration 
in the medulla is most prominent in monkeys in the pattern-generating internuncial areas, 
whereas in the chimpanzee there is more degeneration in the motor nuclei, resembling the 
pattern seen in humans (Kuypers, 1958).  this has been interpreted to result in better control 
of the fingers for precision movements.  However, electrical stimulation of the motor cortex 
produces less discrete finger movements in chimpanzees than in humans (Hines, 1940).  There 
is some evidence for asymmetries in the right and left neocortex of chimpanzees and their 
possible relation to handedness (taglialatela et al., 2006; hopkins et al., 2007; hopkins and 
nir, 2010).  the size of the corpus callosum of chimpanzees, much as in humans, increases 
with postnatal age (hopkins and phillips, 2010); that may be due to ongoing myelination.  the 
recent report (sakai et al., 2011) of a great increase in the ratio of white matter to gray matter in 
the postnatally developing chimpanzee brain may reflect progressive myelination rather than 
addition of new fibers. 

Experimental Studies of the Neocortical Function in Chimpanzees.  very few recording and 
lesion studies were carried out in the 20th century to probe neocortical function in chimpanzees 
(Jackson et al., 1969).  Woolsey et al (1943) mapped the somatosensory area in chimpanzees 
and found a somatotopic organization that is similar to the “homunculus” found in humans.  
fulton (1955) reported that ablation of the motor and premotor areas in chimpanzees had a 
profound debilitating effect, the animals lying helplessly on their sides, unable to stand or 
feed themselves.  Jacobsen et al. (1935) found that following ablation of the frontal lobes, 
chimpanzees could not solve a delayed response problem.  That behavioral deficit persisted 
for at least three years (crawford et al., 1961).  evarts and nissen (1953) found that following 
ablation of the frontal cortex, the chimpanzees displayed enhanced emotionality and reduced 
self-control, such as aimless aggressive behavior and temper tantrums.  rosvold et al. (1961) 
reported similar behavioral deficits. Currently, noninvasive brain scanning techniques are 
being used to study cortical function in chimpanzees.  for instance, it has been reported that the 
homolog of broca’s area is activated in chimpanzees, together with several other cortical and 
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Fig. 8-9.   foliation of the anterior neocortex in a mandrill (a) and a chimpanzee (B) in matched coronal 
sections.  the putative shared gyri in the two species are numbered; the novel gyri in the chimpanzee cortex are 
marked by asterisks and yellow coloring.  (photographs from brainmuseum.org.)
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sections.  the putative novel gyri in the chimpanzee cortex are indicated by yellow coloring.  (photographs from 
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subcortical structures, when chimpanzees are engaged in communicative signaling (taglialatela 
et al., 2008).  in chimpanzees engaged in object recognition and face processing tasks, the areas 
activated—superior temporal cortex, orbitofrontal cortex—were comparable to those found in 
human subjects (parr et al., 2008; fukushima et al., 2010).  

in contrast to the scarcity of neuroanatomical and neurophysiological studies in 
chimpanzees, there is a vast literature about their behavior in the wild and in captivity, and of 
laboratory experiments regarding their affective disposition, cognitive abilities, tool use, and 
their ability to master the higher function of referential communication using a sign language.  

8.3.  chimpanzee Mental evolution: affective, perceptual, Mnemonic, 
Instrumental, and cognitive advances 

it is widely assumed that chimpanzees are more intelligent than monkeys but the exact 
mental status of apes relative to monkeys (e.g., amici et al., 2010) and humans (e.g., byrne and 
Whiten, 1988; tomasello and call, 1997; penn and povinelli, 2007; premack, 2007) remains 
controversial.  chimpanzee mentality has been studied in four settings: their natural habitats, 
in captivity in large enclosures, in the laboratory, and in home-like settings.  observations of 
free ranging chimpanzees in the wild are the best source of information about their foraging 
behavior, social organization, and natural life style.  the gathering of behavioral information 
is easier in well-designed enclosures and can be carried out more systematically than in the 
wild.  experimental investigations in the laboratory are the source of much of our knowledge 
of chimpanzees’ cognitive abilities.  finally, there are a few chimpanzee “stars” that were cared 
for and trained from early infancy or youth by teams of caretakers and researchers.  although 
much of the behavior of these home-reared animals is a product of their artificial upbringing, 
they have been a rich source of information about the potentials and limitations of chimpanzee 
intelligence.  

We begin with a consideration of the affective, perceptual and mnemonic advances of 
chimpanzees.  We follow that by a consideration of volitional and cognitive advances.  the 
latter include traits that may be unique to chimpanzees (and other great apes), i.e., their ability 
to imitate another’s behavior, modify tools, comprehend simple means-ends relationships, 
communicate by hand signing, by using plastic tokens or by pressing icons on a keyboard.  
their social interrelations also appear to be more complex than those seen in monkeys, and we 
will consider to what extent they comprehend the behavior of others with whom they interact.  
finally, we will consider their ability to form abstract concepts, and the question whether they 
can engage in reflection and introspection, and whether they have a self-concept.

8.3.1.  Affective Advances of Chimpanzees.  the attribution of affects to chimpanzees, as 
to any other animal, is inferential, based on such overt manifestations as emotional expressions 
and agitated behavior.  Emotional expressions are species-specific functions, and it is significant 
that, like humans, chimpanzees use a combination of facial expressions, vocalizations, and 
hand gestures to communicate their feelings, desires, and demands.  in a pioneering study, 
Kohts (1935) illustrated 12 different facial expressions in a home-raised chimpanzee, which 
she attributed to anger, terror, frenzy, fright, excitement, attention, astonishment, disgust, 
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grinning, smiling, laughter, and crying.  six of these facial expressions are illustrated in fig. 
8-11.  according to recent studies, combinations of chimpanzee facial expressions and hand 
gestures communicate feelings.  an invitation for social interaction includes opening the mouth 
and extending the hand.  anger is communicated by bared teeth, pant hoots, branch waving, 
chest beating, and foot stamping.  Active fighting is associated with various kinds of screams 
by aggressor and victim (e.g., Waller and dunbar, 2005; parr et al., 2007; pollick and de Waal, 
2007).

Prosocial Chimpanzee 
Affects.  an intimate relationship 
between mother and young is 
widespread among mammals, 
and it is particularly pronounced 
in monkeys.  in the chimpanzee, 
that relationship, in association 
with the prolonged infancy of 
the young, is more intense and 
longer lasting.  

maternal love and grief.  
the chimpanzee mother’s 
behavior has many of the 
features that we identify in 
humans as maternal love.  she 
protects her infant from all 
interference during its first few 
days of life, holding, caressing 
and carrying it as she moves 
about.  she may be particularly 
solicitous when the infant is 
sick (itakura, 2003).  she allows 
the infant to take food from her 
hand or mouth and she may also 
spontaneously offer food to the 
infant without it’s begging (silk, 
1978).  however, mothers appear 
to be reluctant to offer food that 
they favor to their young; it 
has to beg for that (ueno and 
matsuzawa, 2004).  the young 
begin to leave their mothers as 
they mature and join their peers 
to play.  but the young instantly 
return to their mothers when 
they feel threatened.  episodic 

FACIAL EMOTIONAL EXPRESSIONS
IN A CHIMPANZEE

RELAXED

LAUGHING

ANGRY

SAD

WEEPING

EXCITED
Fig. 8-11.  some of the facial expressions of a chimpanzee, and their putative 
emotional correlates.  (after Kohts, 1935.)
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separations and final weaning are traumatic events for the young; the rejected animal whimpers, 
screams and throws a temper tantrum, and may become severely depressed.  this attachment 
and dependence is not different from that manifested by the human child.  a testimony to that 
are reports of chimpanzee mothers carrying the mummified corpses of their dead infants for 
some time (in some cases for weeks and months), grooming them, resting and sleeping with 
them, and showing distress when separated (matsuzawa, 1997; hosaka et al., 2000; biro et al., 
2010; cronin et al., 2011).  in most cases, the bond between mother and offspring endures for 
life, particularly among the females (Goodall, 1986).  in addition to the mother, siblings and 
other group members take a great interest in the infant, grooming, carrying and playing with it 
(nishida, 1983).  that goodwill toward infants is attested to by reports of adult chimpanzees, 
females as well as males, adopting orphans at great expense to themselves (boesch et al., 
2010). 

cordiality and reconciliation.  chimpanzees seek the company of their kind and become 
depressed when isolated.  When troop members meet after a period of separation, they display 
pleasure with silent, open-mouth faces, touching one another (Waller and dunbar, 2005; parr 
et al., 2007).  When relaxing together, they express their amicable feelings by mutual grooming 
(Goodall, 1968, 1986; nakamura, 2003).  an important facet of the cordiality displayed by 
chimpanzees towards peers is the seeking of reconciliation after a conflict or fight (de Waal, 
1989).  instead of avoiding one another, the combatants seek each other’s company, sitting 
together and grooming.  Reconciliation is more common between closely affiliated individuals, 
such as frequent grooming partners, than others (Koski et al., 2007).  since this behavior is 
often initiated by the victor, that suggests amicability rather than ingratiation.  another behavior 
that promotes conflict resolution is the involvement of a third party by consoling the victim or 
appeasing the aggressor (Kutsukake and castles, 2004).  While grooming is a relaxed social 
activity between individuals, a troop of chimpanzees periodically become excited collectively 
and the whole valley may resound with the noise they generate (Goodall, 1968).  upon meeting 
at a feeding site, or when they part company, they may scream, screech, grunt, howl and hoot, 
thump or drum on tree trunks, slap the ground with hands, or stomp with their feet.  there is 
also loud calling or drumming between scattered members of the same troop (clark arcadi et 
al., 2004).  

generosity and cooperation.  as noted earlier, sharing meat is common between 
members of a chimpanzee hunting party but sharing plant food is rare.  experimental studies of 
generosity displayed by paired chimpanzees have yielded mixed results.  in one study (silk et 
al., 2005), a large number of chimpanzees were tested with a dispensing apparatus that allowed 
a choice between two options.  choosing option 1, both the actor and its companion siting in 
an adjacent cage received the same reward.  choosing option 2, the actor got the reward but 
its companion did not.  since it cost nothing to the actor to choose option 2, generosity should 
induce it to select option 2.  the results showed that whereas all animals were motivated to 
get the reward for themselves, they were not interested in their companion receiving a reward.  
in a series of experiments, Jensen et al. (2006) tested chimpanzees in two situations.  in one 
situation, a chimpanzee could pull a rope to bring a table closer so that the food placed on top 
of it could be reached either by itself or its partner.  in the other situation, pulling on the rope 
the actor could get the food and, at the same time, make another piece of food either accessible 
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or inaccessible to its partner.  the results indicated that the behavior of the actor was governed 
by self-interest and indifference to its effect on its companion.  hirata and fuwa (2007) trained 
two chimpanzees to simultaneously pull on the ends of a rope to bring a heavy block with a 
piece of food lying on it within reach.  they learned this task by trial and error.  however, they 
did not seem to interact, such as making eye 
contact, while they cooperated.  

but there is also evidence that 
chimpanzees do help each other in certain 
situations, particularly in response to 
solicitation (Jaeggi et al., 2010).  yamamoto 
et al. (2009) tested pairs of chimpanzees in 
adjacent booths by supplying each with either 
a straw or a stick—which they had to exchange 
to secure a current reward, the straw to suck 
juice out of a container, the stick to draw the 
container within reach (fig. 8-12a).  tool 
exchange was observed in a small percentage 
of cases without request and increased greatly 
by active solicitation (fig. 8-12b).  horner 
(2011) tested pairs of female chimpanzees 
in a setting where the actor received a 
bucket containing 30 tokens of two different 
colors.  handing a token of one color to the 
experimenter produced a selfish outcome—
the actor got a reward, its companion got 
nothing.  handing a token of the other color 
to the experimenter had a helpful outcome—
both the actor and his companion got the 
same reward.  the chimpanzees, irrespective 
whether the pairs were kin or non-kin, and 
irrespective of the partner’s solicitation or 
its absence, favored the helpful outcome.  
helping behavior was also demonstrated in 
an instrumental task, particularly where the 
passive partner engaged in active solicitation 
(melis et al., 2011).  the picture that emerges 
is that chimpanzees may display reactive 
generosity, such as sharing things with others 
and cooperating in response to begging or 
solicitation, but they rarely display proactive 
generosity toward peers, a behavior common 
in humans (including little children) who offer 
food to one another and spontaneously help a 
peer when in need. 

CHIMPANZEE COOPERATION

AA

BB

Fig. 8-12.  a. exchange of a requisite tool by two 
chimpanzees in adjacent chambers. B. rate of success 
with request and without request.  (after yamamoto et al., 
2009.) 
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Antisocial Chimpanzee Affects.  because the prosocial affects promote social harmony, 
chimpanzee troops are usually peaceful.  however, there is periodic violence both within the 
group, particularly among males, and even more so between males of hostile neighboring 
groups (Goodall, 1986).

chimpanzee violence.  a common cause of intragroup violence among chimpanzee males 
is the competition to acquire and maintain a high rank in the social hierarchy.  another cause 
of intragroup male violence is competition for access to estrous females.  these periodic 
outbreaks of violence may lead to high rates of mortality (Watts et al., 2006; Wrangham et al., 
2006).  intergroup violence occurs in chimpanzees when patrolling or raiding males meet at 
the boundaries of their respective home ranges.  the intragroup violence of chimpanzees has 
parallels in the civil strife within human societies, and their intergroup violence share features 
with human warfare between neighboring tribes  (boesch et al., 2008).  intra- and intergroup 
fights are less common among the more peaceful bonobos (Furuichi, 2011).  

chimpanzee spite.  envy and spite often disturb social relations and as we know from 
human history, envy and spite play a major role in civil wars and wars between neighboring 
societies.  do these complex emotions play any role in ape violence?  in a recent experiment, 
chimpanzees were given the opportunity to be spiteful (Jensen et al., 2007).  an item was placed 
on a table outside the cage, which was made accessible by puling one rope or inaccessible by 
pulling another rope that made the table collapse.  the chimpanzee learned not to pull on the 
rope if it could reach for the food on the table but often pulled the rope and collapsed the table if 
the item placed on it was either inedible or edible but inaccessible.  When the collapsible table 
was placed on a moving platform so that by pulling on the rope the food became accessible to 
another chimpanzee (the recipient), the actor became spiteful and often pulled on the rope that 
collapsed the table.  With no benefit to itself, the vengeful chimpanzee engaged in an action 
that prevented the recipient from getting the food (silk, 2007). 

8.3.2.  Perceptual and Mnemonic Advances of Chimpanzees.  primates are unique among 
mammals by having trichromatic color vision (Jacobs, 1993, 1996; tan and li, 1999; sumner 
and molon, 2000; dominy and lucas, 2001; regan et al., 2001; lucas et al., 2003).  it has been 
hypothesized that trichromatic color vision, which makes possible the discrimination of red 
and green, has evolved in primates to readily locate colored ripe fruits and tender young leaves 
against the background of mature foliage.  experiments indicate that the color sensitivity of 
chimpanzees is comparable to ours (Grether, 1942; matsuno et al., 2004; Wells et al., 2008) and 
so is their auditory acuity (elder, 1934, 1935).  beyond sensory similarities, monkeys and apes 
share a unique perceptual-cognitive ability with humans, i.e., recognition of two-dimensional 
images, such as photographs, as representations of three-dimensional objects and beings, 
including different species and particular individuals (humphrey, 1974; fujita, 1987; fujita 
and matsuzawa, 1986).  Japanese macaques prefer to look at pictures of their own species 
rather than pictures of rhesus macaques, and rhesus macaques have the same preference for 
their own species (fujita, 1990, 1993).  chimpanzees reared by human caretakers from infancy 
prefer to look at pictures of humans rather than their own species, a preference that was stronger 
in the case of color reproductions than monochromatic ones (tanaka, 2003, 2007).  in higher 
primates the visual image by itself is sufficient for object identification.  That ability is lacking 
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in higher mammals, such as cats and dogs, where the visual image is not a sufficient medium 
for object identification.

Perceptual Advances.  there is some evidence that chimpanzees, but not monkeys, have 
the ability to correctly recognize an image of an object and distinguish that image from the 
real thing.  for example, naïve baboons presented with pictures of bananas proceed to eat 
the pictures; chimpanzees do not (parron et al., 2008).  much like human infants, young 
chimpanzees can appreciate shading in pictures as depth cues (imura and tomonaga, 2003) 
and use linear perspective to judge the relative sizes of reproduced geometric figures (Imura et 
al., 2008).  chimpanzees can even perceive the correspondence between small-scale models of 
objects and the full-size real thing (Kuhlmeier et al., 1999).  to demonstrate that, chimpanzees 
first looked on as an experimenter hid a miniature soda bottle behind a set of miniature models 
of different objects.  Second, the chimpanzees were given the opportunity to find the real 
soda bottle behind one of the real objects.  several of the chimpanzees succeeded in locating 
the soda bottle in their first test.  In a subsequent experiment, the color, shape and position of 
the miniature objects were varied relative to the real objects (Kuhlmeier and boysen, 2001).  
the results suggested that position was a more important cue in solving this problem than the 
color or the shape of the miniatures.  the advanced perceptual ability of chimpanzees is also 
suggested by their ability to find food hidden beneath one cup among several others after the 
food cup has been moved around as much as 180 degrees from its original location (hoffman 
and beran, 2006).

Mnemonic Advances.  experimental investigations indicate that chimpanzees have 
excellent short- and long-term memories.  in an early study, yerkes and yerkes (1928) placed 
several boxes of different colors in various locations and hid a piece of food in one of them 
as a chimpanzee looked on.  the chimpanzee was then taken out of the room, the boxes were 
rearranged, and after a delay of minutes to hours the chimpanzee was returned and allowed to 
turn over one of the boxes.  the animal immediately turned over the box that was in the same 
position where the food was initially hidden, irrespective of its color.  Not finding the food, 
the animal appeared perplexed, became angry and refused to make further choices.  using 
a different experimental design, farrer (1967) presented chimpanzees with a large array of 
different visual designs and found that the animals retained almost perfect memory which 
designs were associated with reward and which were not.  an example of long-term recollection 
is the report by menzel (1999) that a chimpanzee trained in communicating with lexigrams 
(see below) watched as an experimenter hid various food items and other objects at different 
sites outside her enclosure in the woods.  after a delay of 16 hours, the chimpanzee engaged 
the attention of an uninformed caretaker, touched the lexigrams corresponding to the hidden 
object and its location, and kept pointing toward the target until the person located it.  a review 
of the literature suggests that the delay that can be used in these types of recollection tasks is 
shortest in prosimians, intermediate in monkeys, and longest in apes (fobes and King, 1982).  

 the transposition test.  piaget (1930, 1937a) put a desirable item into an opaque container 
in front of a child.  the experimenter then moved the container, surreptitiously removed the bait 
and put it into one of the several boxes around the table, and showed the child that the container 
was empty.  Wanting the item, children typically look for it in one of the boxes.  While infants 
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tend to choose a box randomly in this task, 18-24 months old children watch the container’s 
trajectory on the table and use their memory of it to locate the most likely box hiding the bait.  
Piaget considered this ability to recollect the preceding trajectory of the container to find the 
bait a milestone in a child’s cognitive development.  (His findings were replicated by Kramer 
et al., 1975.)  When domestic cats or dogs are given a similar task, they fail this test because 
they tend to search for the bait either at the last place they saw it or in the box situated near 
the empty container (triana and pasnak, 1981;  doré et al.  1996; collier-baker et al., 2004).  
monkeys, chimpanzees and other great apes can solve this displacement task when it is made 
simple; however, they fail under difficult conditions, as when the container is moved past two 
boxes, or following double displacement (mathieu et al., 1976; natale et al., 1986; de blois 
et al., 1998; call, 2001; collier-baker et al., 2006a, 2006b; rooijakkers et al., 2009).  in a 
study by albiach-serrano et al. (2010), several chimpanzees, bonobos, gorillas and orangutans 
were presented with two object displacement tasks.  in full view of the apes, a food item was 
put under one of three cups resting on a platform, and either the platform was rotated, or the 
animals had to move to a new position before they were allowed to select the cup hiding 
the food (single displacement), or the rotation of the platform was coupled with the animal’s 
translocation (double displacements).  The final position of the food relative to the subject was 
the same in all situations.  all apes performed above chance level but the performance of the 
chimpanzees and bonobos was superior to the other apes, particularly with double dislocations.  
another recent study (amici et al., 2010) compared the performance of several species of 
monkeys and apes on a series of memory tasks and found that, among the tests used, the 
transposition task was the one in which chimpanzees were superior to monkeys. 

episodic memory in chimpanzees?  in a study by menzel (1973b), one experimenter took 
a member of a chimpanzee colony into a large field, following another experimenter who hid 
pieces of fruit in 18 randomly selected locations.  the chimpanzee watched the procedure 
but was not allowed to explore the field during the demonstration.  Later, this “informed” 
chimpanzee was returned to the field together with five “naïve” chimpanzees.  On the average, 
the informed chimpanzee found 12.5 pieces of the hidden food items per trial, the naïve 
chimpanzees only 0.2 pieces.  moreover, the informed chimpanzee unerringly proceeded to 
the location where the food was hidden, rather than following the circuitous route taken earlier 
by the experimenter. the naïve chimpanzees searched for the items randomly.  the ability to 
recollect where the food items were hidden after a single exposure, and retrieving all the items 
hidden in the same location before proceeding to the next site, suggests that the chimpanzee 
formed an episodic memory of their precise locations (menzel, 1978).  

 chimpanzees can learn by imitation.  having a long infancy and being intimate members 
of a tightly knit community, young chimpanzees have ample opportunities to learn from their 
experienced elders.  as we noted earlier, there are two ways of learning from others, by social 
facilitation or imitation.  performing an inborn behavior when others are performing it—e.g. eat 
when others eat, run when others run, yawn when others yawn—is social facilitation.  imitation 
is a more complex process; it implies an observer’s ability to learn a new action by watching 
what a model is doing and translate that perceptual experience into a motor performance.  
volitional imitation, although common in human children and adults, is very rare in the animal 
world (yando et al., 1978).  We have described earlier the spread of a new behavior in a colony 
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of macaques, the washing of potatoes on a sandy beach (imanishi, 1957; Kawamura, 1963).  
Was that simple behavioral modification mediated by social facilitation or imitation?  In a 
study by visalberghi and fragaszy (1990), macaque and capuchin monkeys were provided with 
pieces of fruit coated with sand and a basin filled with water.  One of the animals immediately 
proceeded to wash the fruit, and several other animals adopted that behavior within hours.  did 
the latter imitate the action of the initial performer or did they slowly learn by themselves this 
new behavior?  visalberghi and fragaszy tested the ability of capuchin monkeys to crack nuts 
with the sticks and stones that were provided.  some of them succeeded to do that but most of 
the onlookers, although anxious to obtain the kernels, failed to learn this behavior.  imitation 
of a complex task may be beyond the ability of monkeys.

in contrast to monkeys, imitation is widespread among chimpanzees.  a chimpanzee raised 
by human caretakers (hayes and hayes, 1951) and verbally instructed “do this,” followed 
by a demonstration, would imitate not only such simple actions as those illustrated in fig. 
8-13, but also such complex 
acts as prying a can open with 
a screwdriver or inserting a 
pencil into a sharpener and 
then turn the handle (hayes 
and hayes, 1951; mignault, 
1985).  according to a more 
recent study, a chimpanzee 
reliably copied as many as 52 
gestures and actions (carrasco 
et al., 2009).  one young 
chimpanzee was reported 
to have mastered, without 
training, a matching-to-sample 
task by watching its mother 
learn that task, and also learned 
later, again without training, to 
insert the token earned into a 
vending machine to obtain a 
reward (sousa et al., 2003).  
in a study by tennie et al. 
(2010), chimpanzees were 
presented with the difficult 
task of spitting water into 
a narrow tube so that the 
peanuts in it would float to the 
top and become accessible.  a 
few chimpanzees succeeded 
in getting the peanuts on 
their first trial; most of them 
failed to solve the problem.  

EXAMPLES OF IMITATION BY A CHIMPANZEE

A

B

Fig 8-13.  action imitation by a house-trained chimpanzee.  (a, from Life 
magazine, B, from hayes and hayes, 1951.)
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When the technique of floating was demonstrated by one of the experimenters, several of the 
chimpanzees solved the problems.  evidently, some chimpanzees can acquire new patterns of 
behavior by imitation—translating what is perceived into a comparable action—a landmark in 
psychomotor development.

however, there are limits to the ability of chimpanzees to copy the behavior of 
demonstrators.  in one study, chimpanzees and 2-year-old human children were tested in the 
use of a rake to retrieve out-of-reach objects (nagell et al., 1993).  in each case, there were two 
groups, one group observing a demonstrator using the rake in one particular way, and another 
group observing another demonstrator using a different method.  the children in each group 
used the rake as the demonstrator did.  although the chimpanzees observing the demonstrator 
performed better than those who saw no demonstration, the particular method they displayed 
was not copied.  unlike human children, chimpanzees tend to seek to accomplish what the 
demonstrator is doing (referred to as emulation) without faithfully copying his actions (myowa-
yamakoshi and matsuzawa, 2000; call et al., 2005).  We return to this subject below in relation 
to the role of imitation and insight in chimpanzee’s mastery of tool use. 

8.3.3.  Cognitive Aspects of Chimpanzee Tool Use.  tools serve different functions in 
chimpanzee behavior: (a) as an extension of the arm’s reach—as when a pole is used to pull 
an outside object into the cage; (b) as a means of exerting greater percussive force—as when 
a stick or stone is used to crack open a nut; (c) as a way to facilitate a desired outcome—as 
when water is soaked up with an improvised sponge; and (d) as an aid for intimidation—as 
when a stick is brandished or a stone is thrown at a predator (beck, 1980).  chimpanzees’ tool 
use differs from the species-specific instrumental abilities (including tool use) of other animals 
because it is based on learning, is more variable and flexible, and in some instances is the 
evident product of individual innovation.  

there is variability in the number of tools employed in different chimpanzee populations; 
at one site, as many as 12 tools have been identified (Sanz and Morgan, 2007).  The tools used 
vary in terms of their complexity, and whether it is a single object or a combination of two or 
more objects.  (i) The simplest tool is an unmodified material situated in the vicinity of a desired 
target, such as a tree branch lying on the ground that can be used as a hammer to crack nuts.  
(ii) A somewhat more complex tool is an object situated in the same field of view as the desired 
target but requiring some structural modification, such as a twig that has to be denuded of its 
leaves so that it can be inserted into a hole in a termite mound.  (iii) more complex is the use 
of two unmodified objects in the vicinity of the target, like a stone and a tree branch, one used 
as a hammer and the other as an anvil to crack nuts.  (iv) a more complex tool-use behavior is 
manifest where an unmodified object, like a stone, is collected at one site and carried to another 
site  where the nuts are located.  (v) still more complex is the collection of a single object (like 
a twig) where available, modify it, and carry it to the site to be used.  (vi) finally, the most 
complex case is where a chimpanzee carries two objects, like two stones, from the site where 
they are available, to another location where they will be used as a hammer and an anvil.  

the currently available evidence indicates that the simplest of these tasks is within the 
ability of some monkeys; however, the more complex tasks are limited to great apes, like 
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chimpanzees.  the ability to perceive an object as a potential tool, in the absence of training, 
requires insight into its potential instrumental utility as well as the manual dexterity to make 
effective use of it.  this combined mental ability allows chimpanzees to variably treat a stick 
as a “probe” to extract honey from a beehive, as a “rake” to bring closer some food item that 
cannot be reached by hand, as a “pole” to dislodge a fruit from a tree branch, or as a “weapon” 
to hit a snake.  to carry a potential tool to another site where it is used, requires not only insight 
into the uses of the tools but also foresight and purposive planning. 

the development of chimpanzees’ ability to use tools.  young chimpanzees growing 
up in a social group have ample time to learn how to use sticks or stones to crack nuts, and 
over the years master the difficult hand-eye coordination required.  However, it is unclear how 
much of this is a product of neuromuscular maturation, trial-and-error learning, imitating a 
demonstrator, or learning by insight.  Imitation in the case of humans is exemplified by the 
child’s attempt to copy the performance of his elders, often also involving some teaching, 
as the demonstrator instructs the pupil and corrects his performance.  there is no reported 
evidence of chimpanzee mothers teaching their young how to crack nuts.  hence, the slow 
learning by young chimpanzees of this skill—starting with the playful use of stones, carrying 
them around, and finally learning the combinatorial use of stones as hammers and anvils—
suggests a different mechanism.

there is observational evidence for the slow learning of tool use by social facilitation and 
imitation.  Goodall (1968) observed that chimpanzee infants show great interest in termite 
fishing, poking around termite holes, picking up termites, and playing with the discarded 
probes. However, it is not until they are about 4 years old that they learn how to “fish” and the 
young are not successful at harvesting ants until they reach adolescence.  turning leaves into 
“sponges”—crumpling green leaves, inserting them into a tree hole to soak up the water, and 
then extract the water by sucking the saturated leaves—is also learned gradually and, again, the 
efficient pattern does not develop until 4 years of age (McGrew, 1992).  Three stages have been 
identified in cracking nuts with stones (Matsuzawa, 1994; Inoue-Nakamura and Matsuzawa, 
1997).  (i) the mother shares with her infant the kernels she extracts from the broken nuts and 
often leaves the stones used for that purpose lying around.  this gives the infant the opportunity 
to observe that nuts contain kernels that can be cracked and how to do that.  the infant may 
hold and play with the stones and carry them around but it does not yet know how to use them.  
(ii) as it grows older, the young may ineffectively strike a nut with the stone it holds but is 
unable to crack it.  (iii) at about 3-5 years of age, it acquires the skill to place a nut on one 
stone (the anvil), strike it with another stone (the hammer), and extract the kernel.  it may take 
several more years before the technique is perfected (boesch and boesch, 1984).  in the case of 
adults, laboratory studies suggest that prior playful and manipulative experience with available 
objects helps chimpanzees to learn how to use tools (birch, 1945; menzel et al., 1970). 

the role of imitation in tool use.  hannah and mcGrew (1987) reported the dramatic 
spread of oil palm nut cracking among chimpanzees on one of the bassa islands in liberia.  
during a 12-week observation period before the arrival of a rehabilitated adult female, nut 
cracking with stones was not observed among these animals.  Within hours after her arrival, 
this experienced female began to use stones to crack nuts, and within a period ranging from 
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minutes to weeks, several chimpanzees of the group were seen regularly cracking nuts.  in 
an experimental study, three naïve adult chimpanzees watched as a person demonstrated how 
to use stones as a hammer and an anvil to crack nuts (hayashi et al., 2004).  two out of 
three chimpanzees immediately proceeded to properly use the available stones, and one of 
them successfully cracked nuts within the first trial session.  However, the third chimpanzee 
failed to master the technique.  the adoption of the nut cracking technique by young-adult 
chimpanzees within days or weeks following its introduction has been documented at other 
sites (marshall-pescini and Whiten, 2008).  in a study of another skill, naïve chimpanzees were 
allowed to watch experienced chimpanzees use appropriate and inappropriate probes to extract 
honey from a container (hirata and morimura, 2000).  it was noted that the successful animals 
intently looked at their demonstrators before their first attempts or after they have failed. These 
reports suggest that copying tool use, including the combined use of two objects, is within the 
capability of some chimpanzees, though not all of them. 

the role of imitation in assembling objects.  a distinctive disposition of chimpanzees, 
heralding an important human trait, is their delight in manipulating objects and an inclination 
to imitate the actions of others (hayes and hayes, 1951; mignault, 1985; myowa-yamakoshi 
and matsuzawa, 2000; call et al., 2005).  in a study by hayashi and matsuzawa (2003), three 
infant chimpanzees looked on as their mothers learned to insert variously shaped discs into 
corresponding holes in a template (fig. 8-14a) or stack blocks to form a tower (fig. 8-14b).  
the infants were allowed to play with the objects but were not rewarded for what they were 
doing.  they started to spontaneously insert discs into the holes as early as 8-11 months of 
age.  one of them was observed to spontaneously stack blocks when 2.5 years old; the other 
two were later trained to do so (hayashi, 2007).  these chimpanzees, and some adults, were 
tested in their understanding of how to stack blocks with flat and rounded surfaces.  Three 
of the chimpanzees (one infant and two adults) stacked the blocks efficiently, the other three 
were not successful initially but learned how to stack them after repeated trials.  that roughly 
corresponds to the development of the same skill by human children. 

hayashi and takeshita (2009) tested young children and juvenile chimpanzees in the more 
difficult skill of forming a tower by stacking two blocks with all flat surfaces and two irregular 

A

LEARNING TO ASSEMBLE OBJECTS BY IMITATION

A BB

Fig. 8-14.  a young chimpanzee learning by imitation to insert differently shaped disks into appropriate holes in 
a template (a) and stacking blocks to build a tower (B).  (after hayashi and matsuzawa, 2003.) 
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blocks with bumps on two sides (fig. 8-15).  initially both the children and the juvenile 
chimpanzee had great difficulty with the correct orientation of the irregular blocks so that only 
the flat surfaces were touching.  Then both adopted the strategy of placing two regular blocks 
at the bottom and one irregular block on the top by placing its flat surface facing downward 
and the bump facing upward.  this did not allow the stacking of the fourth block.  finally, both 
the 3-year old children and the juvenile chimpanzees learned to rotate the irregular blocks with 
the bumps facing sideways and stack all four blocks.  combining objects of different shapes to 
build a simple structure requires the ability to conceptually divide the whole into its constituent 
parts and assemble scattered parts to fit the model.  Human children develop this ability, if 
not instructed, by themselves; 
chimpanzees need help with 
it and their ability, reflecting 
combinatorial cognitive pow-er, 
is apparently limited.

a subsequent study (potì 
et al., 2009), explored juvenile 
chimpanzees’ and children’s 
ability to copy three different 
block assembly patterns—
linear alignment, cross stacking, 
and columns with lintel (fig. 
8-16a).  the subjects were 
encouraged to copy the models, 
the experimenter repeating “do 
this” and saying “yes” or “no” 
as they proceeded.  the juvenile 
chimpanzees had difficulty with 
the task, only adults succeeded 
in making accurate copies of 
the models (fig. 8-16b).  in 
contrast, human children were 
successful in this task by about 
30 months of age.  moreover, 
the children learned later to copy 
more elaborate patterns but the 
chimpanzees could not.  this 
exemplifies the limited copying 
ability of chimpanzees.  there 
is some evidence that home-
reared adult chimpanzees that 
have undergone extensive human 
training are better at imitating 
a human demonstrator than are 
chimpanzees reared by their own 

STACKING BLOCKS WITH FLAT AND ROUND SURFACES
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Fig. 8-15.  a chimpanzee challenged with the task  of building a  
tower (B) by stacking blocks with regular flat surfaces and blocks 
with bumps on two sides (a).  (from hayashi and takeshita, 2009.)

Fig. 8-16.  different assembly patterns (a) that chimpanzees 
were encouraged to copy (B).  young chimpanzees (unlike young 
children) failed in this task but older chimpanzees were successful.  
(after potì et al., 2009.)
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mothers (tomasello, et al., 1993).  indeed, home-reared adult chimpanzees, much like human 
children, may have some causal understanding when imitating: they do not copy a human 
demonstrator’s unusual action when carried out because of unusual circumstances (as when the 
hands are occupied) but they do copy it when it is done intentionally (buttelmann et al., 2007).

do tool-using chimpanzees use insight and foresight?  to what extent do chimpanzees 
understand the mechanics and dynamics underlying tool use?  Köhler (1917, 1924) provided 
captive chimpanzees with bamboo sticks and boxes to play with before they were tested for 
their ability to use them as tools.  as noted earlier, Köhler found that when challenged to 
retrieve bananas suspended from the ceiling, some chimpanzees stacked boxes on top of one 
another (fig. 8-6) or joined two short bamboo sticks together to reach the bananas.  since 
the chimpanzees were not taught these skills, Köhler interpreted this innovative behavior as 
evidence for insight.  more recently, boesch and boesch (1983, 1984) observed that wild 
chimpanzees of the taï national park carried stones from one site to another to crack nuts.  
moreover, the excavation of a site in the cote d’ivoire rainforest uncovered a large amount 
of nutshells together with stones that originated at another site (mercader et al., 2002).  such 
observations have suggested that at least some chimpanzees may have the foresight to gather 
and carry tools before embarking on a foraging excursion.  the collection and transport of 
tools by great apes for later use (with as much of 14 hours delay) has also been documented in 
the laboratory (mulcahy and call, 2006b).  

chimpanzees’ limited understanding of means-ends relationships.  We described earlier 
an experiment in which four capuchin monkeys comprehension of means-ends relationships 
was tested in a task where they had to use a stick to extract nuts from a transparent tube.  
the clear tube had a trap drilled in its middle, and depending on which end of the stick was 
inserted, the food was either pushed out of the tube or into the trap (fig. 7-27).  three of the 
capuchin monkeys failed to solve this problem, and the fourth that did, appeared to have no 
clear comprehension of the mechanics of how a probe works (visalberghi and limongelli, 
1994).  the same test was subsequently administered to several chimpanzees (limongelli et 
al., 1995).  Two out of the five chimpanzees solved this problem by selecting the correct end of 
the stick for insertion, three of them failed.  most subsequent studies have similarly produced 
mixed results.  Povinelli (2000) reexamined this problem with seven chimpanzees, first as 
juveniles (5-6 years old) and later as young adults (10 years old).  as juveniles, they were not 
successful to extract the food with the tools provided.  When they reached adulthood, they 
did succeed but failed to distinguish between the trap-down and the trap-up version of the 
task, indicating a lack of insight into the means-ends relationship involved.  using a different 
approach, povinelli (2000) tested several captive chimpanzees’ ability to select among different 
tools those that were suitable for a specific task.  There were rakes with solid heads, which 
could be used effectively to pull an out-of-reach reward into the cage; rakes with flimsy heads, 
which were not mechanically suitable for that purpose; and hybrid rakes that had solid heads 
at one end and flimsy heads at the other end.  Povinelli found that the chimpanzees kept trying 
to use the rakes with flimsy heads, indicating that they failed to understand the mechanics of 
how rakes work.  however, in a replication of that study, furlong et al. (2008) found that both 
semi-home-reared and home-reared chimpanzees selected rakes with solid heads but only the 
latter with extensive tool-use experience were successful in the proper use of the hybrid rake.  
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visalberghi et al. (1995) compared the performance of capuchin monkeys and chimpanzees 
(and other great apes) in a task where an unwrapped bundle of sticks or a crooked stick 
was available to extract food from a tube.  Although all the animals were proficient in food 
extraction when provided with a single straight stick, the capuchin monkeys tried to insert the 
unwrapped bundle and the misshapen stick into the tube to extract the food.  in contrast, the 
apes unwrapped the bundle and straightened out the crooked stick before inserting it.  manrique 
et al. (2010) tested chimpanzees’ and other great apes’ spontaneous ability to either select rigid 
or flexible tools from a pile as the given task demanded.  The majority of the animals could 
properly appreciate the physical properties of the available tools.  chimpanzees and other 
great apes also displayed the ability to spontaneously select and modify an electric cable to 
be used as a straw to drink juice from a container (manrique and call, 2011).  in still another 
study, orangutans, gorillas and chimpanzees were given the task of either pushing a tool into 
a container or pulling it to avoid the trap.  the animals preferred pulling to pushing the tool 
(using it as a rake), and using this method allowed more animals to avoid the trap (mulcahy 
and call, 2006b).  however, there was no clear indication that they understood how to avoid 
the trap.  still other studies showed that great apes performed better on certain trap-platform 
tasks, where they had to use rakes to avoid a trap, than on the trap-tube task (Girndt et al., 
2008; martin-ordas et al., 2008).  it is noteworthy that young chimpanzees (or children) do not 
appear to benefit from observing others that struggle with this task (Horner and Whiten, 2007).  

The difficulty of naïve chimpanzees in solving simpler technical tasks by insight but failing 
with more difficult ones may be due to their limited understanding of how physical forces 
work.  in an experiment with human children, a ball was dropped down either a single curved 
tube or a tube interwoven with other curved tubes (hood, 1995).  When the tubes were opaque, 
2- to 4-year-old children expected the ball to drop vertically.  this response was called gravity 
bias.  When transparent tubes were used, younger children could predict where the ball will fall 
but could not transfer that understanding to opaque tubes.  older children could overcome this 
cognitive shortcoming, trace the course of the descending tube and correctly predict the ball’s 
trajectory.  adult monkeys (hood et al., 2001), and young and adult chimpanzees (tomonaga 
et al., 2007) exhibited a gravity bias and failed in the curved path task even after repeated 
trials.  While a definitive conclusion is not warranted, it appears that chimpanzees are superior 
to monkeys in tool use but their comprehension of how tools work is inferior to that exhibited 
by 2-3 year old children.

8.3.4.  Referential Communication by Trained Chimpanzees.  there is ample evidence 
that chimpanzees are endowed with advanced cognitive abilities that we associate with humans.  
they have excellent memories, can produce and use simple tools, and display some insight and 
foresight when challenged to solve novel problems.  they do not, however, use language to 
communicate with each other in the wild.  can they be taught to speak?  chimpanzees have 
been home-raised by psychologists for almost a century (de Waal, 2005), beginning in 1913 
with the pioneering effort of nadia Kohts in moscow (Kohts, 1935), followed by yerkes and 
yerkes (1929) and Kellogg and Kellogg (1933) in the united states.  the chimpanzees adapted 
themselves well to living with their human caretakers; they learned to heed simple verbal 
instructions and follow daily routines.  however, the attempts to teach them to speak met with 
no success.  this was also the experience of hayes and hayes (1951) with their home-raised 
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chimpanzee, vicki, who could barely utter a few simple words after six years of intensive vocal 
training.  this could be due to a motor handicap, such as the inability to articulate words.  it 
could also be due to a fundamental cognitive handicap in using words as symbols to represent 
objects and events, or temporal, spatial, and causal relationships.  

the training of common 
chimpanzees in gestural communi-
cation.  the failure to teach chimpanzees 
to speak was followed by successful 
alternate approaches to engage them 
in referential communication.  in a 
pioneering study, Gardner and Gardner 
(1969, 1986) trained a young female 
chimpanzee, named Washoe, to use a 
simplified form of the American Sign 
language for the deaf.  Washoe learned, 
after several years of intensive training, 
to comprehend and use as many as 
240 manual signs.  she also learned to 
combine two signs to make a request 
and could understand a longer string 
of signs used by her caretakers.  later, 
Washoe learned to communicate in sign 
language with her adopted son, loulis.  
chimpanzees’ ability to communicate 
by signing was also studied by fouts 
(1973) and terrace (1984).  

 as an alternate approach, premack 
and his collaborators (premack, 1972; 
premack, 1976; Gillian et al., 1981; 
oden et al., 2001) undertook to train 
several chimpanzees to recognize and 
use plastic chips of different shapes and 
colors, placed on a magnetized board, 
as tokens.  the tokens stood for things 
(nouns)—such as Sarah, apple, banana, 
pail, dish (fig. 8-17a); actions (verbs)—
such as insert, give, take, wash (fig. 
8-17 b); and relational and conditional 
concepts—such as same, different (fig. 
8-18b), and the interrogative what 
[?] (fig. 8-18c).  While several of the 
chimpanzees failed to learn how to 
use the tokens for communication, the 

USING SYMBOLS TO TRAIN CHIMPANZEES
FOR ACTIONS WITH OBJECTS

A. OBJECT SYMBOLS

B. ACTION SYMBOLS

C. TEST CHAMBER

SARAH

INSERT

APPLE

PAIL

BANANA

DISH

Fig. 8-17.  examples of the plastic tokens, placed on a 
magnetized board, that the chimpanzee, sarah, learned 
to identify with objects (a) and actions (B).  c. sarah 
following the instruction on the board: Sarah insert apple 
[into] pail banana [into] dish.  (after premack and premack, 
1972.) 
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experimenters had considerable success in training a female named sarah, who over several 
years learned the use of up to 130 different tokens with a 70-80% reliability (premack, 1976, 
2007).  for instance, sarah could “read” the instruction “Sarah insert apple [into] pail [,] 
banana [into] dish” (fig. 8-17c). sarah could also use tokens that stood for simple relational 
concepts, such as same and different.  first trained to pair similar objects, such as apples (figs. 
8-18a), she had then to judge whether pairs of displayed objects were similar or dissimilar 
by appropriately using the tokens that stood for “same” and “different” (fig. 8-18b).  having 
learned the meaning of these two tokens, she subsequently learned the meaning of a token that 
stood for an interrogative [question mark] (fig. 8-18c).  sarah also displayed some insight 
into the meaning of the questions posed.  When presented with the tokens of an apple and a 
knife on a board and a blank space, she inserted the token of a slice of apple rather than a slice 
of orange.  When presented with clear paper, blank, and scribbled paper, she chose the pencil 
token.  When presented with scribbled paper, blank, and clear paper, she chose the eraser.  this 
suggested that the animal understood that you need a pencil to turn clear paper into scribbled 
paper, and you need an eraser to turn scribbled paper into clear paper.

USING SYMBOLS TO TEACH THE CONCEPTS “SAME” AND “DIFFERENT”

A. GROUP SIMILAR OBJECTS CORRECT RESULTS

B. USE SYMBOL FOR “SAME” USE SYMBOL FOR “DIFFERENT”

C. REPLACE QUESTION MARK SYMBOLS WITH CORRECT “SAME” OR “DIFFERENT” SYMBOLS

CORRECT  CHOICE CORRECT  CHOICE

Fig. 8-18.  a.  sarah trained to pair similar objects.  B. presented with similar (left) and dissimilar (right) 
objects, sarah had to insert the tokens for same and different on the board.  c. presented with the token for the 
interrogative, ?, sarah has to insert the token same or different.  (after premack and premack, 1972.)
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in still another approach, rumbaugh and Gill (1977) and savage-rumbaugh (1986), 
trained the chimpanzee, lana, and later two other chimpanzees, austin and sherman, to 
use a computer keyboard with a large set of icons that lit up when touched, to effectively 
communicate with their caretakers (fig. 8-19).  lana was shown, for instance, a banana, and 
received a reward if she pressed the icon (lexigram) that stood for that fruit.  after she learned 
that lexigram, which often required hundreds of trials, she was trained to press other lexigrams 
to get other delicacies, favored toys, or request to be held, tickled or played with.  in time, lana 
learned to form phrases by pressing the appropriate icons, such as “please mary give banana” 
when she wanted the banana from her caretaker.  austin and sherman were also trained to 
use lexigrams to communicate with each other in cooperative tasks (savage-rumbaugh et 
al., 1978).  for instance, austin was challenged to open a container with food but sherman 
in an adjacent cage held the necessary tool.  austin signaled to sherman to pass the tool and 
sherman obliged by handing that through a small window.

LEXIGRAMS USED TO TRAIN BONOBOS TO COMMUNICATE

Fig. 8-19.  computer board with lexigrams (icons), used to train chimpanzees to communicate with their 
caretakers.  (after savage-rumbaugh et al., 1986.)
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the training of bonobos in the use of lexigrams.  subsequently, savage-rumbaugh and 
her associates observed how a young male bonobo, named Kanzi, acquired a large vocabulary 
of lexigrams without intentional training (savage-rumbaugh, 1986; savage-rumbaugh and 
levin, 1994; savage-rumbaugh et al., 1998).  the investigators were training, without much 
success, Kanzi’s foster mother, matata, to use lexigrams.  Kanzi accompanied them everywhere 
but without being trained, had plenty of opportunity to observe his mother struggling to find 
the lexigrams she was supposed to press.  periodically Kanzi pressed the lexigrams and often 
collected the rewards intended for his mother.  When he was about two and a half years old, 
Kanzi was separated from his mother.  the experimenters found to their great surprise that 
during the first day that Kanzi was separated from his mother, he used more than a dozen 
lexigrams (“banana,” “orange,” “juice,” “raisin,” “cherry,” “peanuts,” “ball,” “chase,” “bite,” 
“tickle,” “outdoors,” “swing”) to get what he wanted from his caretakers.  thereafter, Kanzi’s 
vocabulary grew rapidly, and he used them increasingly in different combinations (fig. 8-20).  
however, he rarely produced sentences longer than two lexigrams and there was no evidence that 
the combination of lexigrams obeyed any consistent syntactic rule.  Kanzi would sign “matata 
bite” (actor→action), which corresponds to English usage, but also “chase→you,” which in 
the context was interpreted to mean a request directed to the caretaker to play (action→actor).  
most of Kanzi’s utterances were of a telegraphic kind, such as “raisin peanut,” which was 
interpreted to mean “i want both raisin and peanut“ or “melon go,” which was interpreted to 
mean “let’s go outside and carry some melon.”

Kanzi was originally trained in spoken english, not in the use a keyboard.  When Kanzi 
was about eight years old his language comprehension was formally tested (savage-rumbaugh 

BONOBO “KANZI” COMMUNICATES
BY POINTING TO LEXIGRAMS

Fig. 8-20.  
expanded  lexigram 
table used by Kanzi 
to communicate 
with his caretakers.  
(from my hero.com/sue_
savage-rumbaugh)
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et al., 1998).  the experimenter sat behind a one-way mirror and verbally instructed Kanzi to 
perform various acts.  as a precaution, savage-rumbaugh and her associates wore a head 
cover, so that they could not unwittingly cue the animal with facial expressions, and Kanzi’s 
responses were videotaped.  altogether 660 different novel multi-word sentences were 
presented in proper grammatical form to Kanzi, such as “put a sparkler in the coke can”; “put 
the raisin in the shoe”;  “go get the noodles that are in the bedroom”;  “put on the monster mask 
and scare linda.”  savage-rumbaugh reported that Kanzi correctly carried out the instructions 
in 72 percent of the cases.  this was comparable to the performance of a 2.5 year-old human 
child in a parallel test.  savage-rumbaugh concluded that if exposed at an early age to spoken 
language, bonobos comprehend linguistic instructions much like young children do.  however, 
her conclusion was criticized (Wynne, 2007).  first, only 21 of the 660 instructions given to 
Kanzi were of the kind that required the appreciation of a syntactic rule, such as “pour coke 
into lemonade” versus “pour lemonade into coke.”  Kanzi succeeded in correctly carrying out 
this sort of instruction only in 12 cases.  second, the scoring of Kanzi’s responses as correct 
was far too generous and, excluding false positives, he succeeded only in less than 30 percent 
of the trials.  it seems fair to conclude that Kanzi could comprehend what he was told to do 
without any appreciation of grammar, relying instead on his advanced reasoning ability, and 
his motivation to obtain rewards and please his caretakers.  having been trained to recognize 
the lexigrams for “put,” “sparklers” and “coke,” and having had ample experience with similar 
instructions, Kanzi could readily interpret what he had to do; it is obviously impossible to put 
the coke can into the sparklers.  Knowing the lexigrams for the “monster mask” and “linda,” 
and repeatedly playing the game of threatening others with the mask, Kanzi could guess what 
he was asked to do in that context.

Differences Between Chimpanzee and Human Referential Communication.  having 
established that chimpanzees can be trained to communicate by hand signing, using plastic 
chips or pressing computer icons, the question arises whether that is comparable to human 
language.  in our view, the advanced communicative skill displayed by select and intensively 
trained chimpanzees is not analogous to the linguistic ability of humans who, as a species-
specific trait, begin to babble early in infancy and display a self-motivated disposition to 
learn the symbol (verbal name) of every object, being, and action.  moreover, in contrast to 
chimpanzees’ communication, the words that young children learn concern not only requests 
or demands for desired things and activities but refer also to their temporal, spatial, and causal 
relationships.  in the case of human children, language rapidly becomes an intellectual tool 
that enables them to expand their fund of knowledge and acquire some understanding of what 
transpires in the external world around them.  

chimpanzees’ referential communication is based on drilling.  children learn a 
language spontaneously (by innate disposition) when they point to different objects or ask, 
“what’s that?” and their caretakers gives them names.  the rate at which children increase 
their vocabulary is phenomenal.  they begin to utter a few words at about one year of age, and 
thereafter add new words at an increasing rate (benedict, 1979), such that a 4 year-old child’s 
vocabulary may comprise 8000 or more words (carey, 1978).  that spontaneous acquisition 
of a large vocabulary continues unabated through the juvenile period and adolescence (nagy 
et al., 1985).  In contrast, chimpanzees do not spontaneously master the artificial language that 
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experimenters devise for them.  they are drilled and cajoled to associate a sign stimulus with 
a material or social reward, and they may learn to use a few hundred hand signs or lexigrams 
after several years of intensive training.  that is a feat for an animal but it is not in the human 
range.  

thought- and ideation-based human language.  When we think and reflect, we make 
use of three kinds of mental entities: (a) sensations and perceptions; (b) recollected memory 
images; and (c) ideas that are overtly (vocally) or covertly (subvocally) linked with words.  
from both an evolutionary and a functional perspective, sensations, perceptions and imagery 
are lower-level mental processes, whereas ideation and thinking are higher-level mental 
processes, and there are many differences between them. 

(i) sensations and perceptions are stimulus bound: they persist as long as the internal or external 
states evoking them endure.  Memories are ephemeral; they float in and out of our “stream of 
consciousness” (James, 1890).  ideas we can hold on to for any length of time but that requires 
mental effort.

(ii) unlike perceived and recollected images, which represent (portray, copy, sketch, model) 
objects, events and their relationships, verbal terms refer to (denote, describe, interpret) 
whatever is sensed, perceived or recollected.  the words we utter stand for ideas—rapid and 
brief thought processes about what we experience—and the words we hear become meaningful 
by triggering ideas in our mind.  

(iii) because we tend to think about and form an idea of everything we sense, perceive and 
remember, we can rehearse and replay them vicariously in our mind and thus engage in 
reflection, meditation or introspection.  So doing, what is directly given to our mind in the form 
of tacit awareness (feeling, perceiving, remembering) becomes transformed and elevated into 
explicit consciousness.  conscious ideas supplement and modify what we see, hear and smell, 
remember and imagine, hope and fear, and plan to accomplish.

(iv) finally, while tacit experiences are strictly private affairs—we cannot directly share them 
with others—having ideas and tagging them with words, we can make public what we feel, 
remember and think, provided there is consensus about the meaning of the referential words 
(or other symbols) we use.  using referential language, we can entertain not only long chains of 
covert thoughts but exchange our ideas with others, interrogate them, learn from them, as well 
as instruct them.  this, as we shall see later, is the foundation of human culture.

imagery-based chimpanzee reasoning and cognition.  lacking an inborn disposition 
to master a language for communication, reflection and introspection, chimpanzees cannot 
engage in vicarious, or off-line thinking, reflection and introspection, and thus form ideas.  
however, that does not mean that they cannot engage in on-line reasoning.  as described 
earlier, chimpanzees can categorize and form sketchy concepts of what they perceive, use 
some insight in their tool-using behavior, and engage in social interactions that reflect some 
understanding of the mental status of others.  they can engage in on-line reasoning by making 
use of perceived, recollected, and reprocessed imagery.  the gestures or lexigrams that trained 
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chimpanzees’ use for communication reflect their advanced associative learning ability rather 
than a disposition to form ideas.

the distinction between tokens producing rewards and ideation based symbols.  the 
ability of a chimpanzee to request something by signing or pressing buttons appears to be the 
product of operant conditioning (learning by association) rather than an understanding that 
every object, action, and relationship has a referential name.  the chimpanzee learning to 
press lexigrams to obtain something it desires is not fundamentally different from a monkey 
touching icons on a computer screen in a particular sequence in a discrimination task to obtain 
a reward (fig. 7-21), except that chimpanzees can learn to recognize a much larger repertoire 
of sign stimuli (figs. 8-19, 8-20).  We presume that when lana communicated, “please mary 
give banana,” it did not press the appropriate lexigrams as symbols for ideas but as sequential 
tokens to assure an anticipated reward.  symbols have meanings, they evoke past experiences 
and thoughts about the item they refer to; tokens are merely signals that deliver rewarding 
outcomes.  supporting this interpretation is the following observation (rumbaugh and Gill, 
1977).  after lana had been thoroughly trained to press the appropriate lexigrams for banana, 
m&m, and a set of different colors, she needed 1600 additional trials to correctly select the 
signs to answer the question, “what name of this,” or “what color this.”  

the signing of trained chimpanzees is different from human linguistic communication.  
While the chimpanzee language experiments have revealed much about their advanced cognitive 
abilities, we ought not conclude that chimpanzees have linguistic abilities.  chimpanzees lack 
the unique structure of the vocal apparatus and the neural mechanisms of speaking, which 
enable humans to generate articulated words.  they also lack the cognitive ability to form 
abstract ideas about their experiences.  the word that symbolizes an object as a “chair” brings 
to mind not only a sketchy concept of something to sit on but also other past experiences and 
thoughts concerning chairs, such as their style, the materials they are made of, the quality of 
their workmanship, their price, and so forth.  chimpanzees do not spontaneously use words 
because they lack abstract ideas that go beyond simple perception, a chair for them is a sketchy 
concept, an object suitable to sit on and nothing more.  

the signing of trained chimpanzees are requests rather than conversations.  in 
addition to requesting or demanding things, children engage in conversations that expand their 
fund of knowledge and contribute to a better understanding of what goes on in the world 
around them.  from an early age onward, they ask wh questions: “what?” “who?” “where?” 
“when?” “why? “why not?”  they point to and comment on what they see and hear, and talk 
about what they have experienced or wish to do next.  in contrast, the bulk of the utterances of 
chimpanzees drilled in the use of an artificial language, are not conversational (interrogative, 
declarative, narrative) but petitionary (begging, requesting, demanding).  chimpanzees do not 
sign to learn something new but only to obtain something they desire, be that a delicacy, the 
opportunity to be groomed, hugged, or engage in play. they are interested only in maximizing 
rewards and minimizing frustration, not in interpreting what transpires in the world around 
them.  chimpanzees do not engage in conversations because they lack epistemic motivation—
the human urge to interpret and comprehend what lies behind what is perceived; and they do 
not form abstract ideas—concepts that stand for spatial, temporal and causal relationships—
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because they lack the ability to think vicariously.  chimpanzees do not reminisce and narrate 
what happened in the past, discuss what is taking place now, or contemplate what may happen 
in the future because, given their perception-dominated (on-line) reasoning, they are concerned 
only about the here and the now.

children using grammar to combine words into phrases.  children advance by two 
years of age from uttering single words, like “daddy” and “mommy,” to combining two words 
into such simple phrases as “daddy sit” and “mommy come” (brown, 1973).  these two-word 
sentences tend to obey the syntactic rules of the child’s native language.  the child who wants 
to play ball will say, “throw ball” rather than “ball throw,” and “mommy throw” rather than 
“throw mommy” (Gleitman and Gleitman, 1981).  the child realizes that to make the meaning 
of phrases unambiguous, the combination of words has to obey conventional grammatical 
rules.  one aspect of this is syntax, the orderly sequence of different classes of words (such 
as actor, action, subject, etc.) when forming a sentence (chomsky, 1965).  by three years of 
age, children construct sentences containing up to five or more words (Lenneberg, 1967), and 
without explicit training most of the sentences are expressed grammatically (tager-flusberg, 
1985).  they correctly construct phrases with three or more words in the proper order to convey 
different messages: “dog bites man” clearly means something different than “man bites dog.”  
Other aspects of grammar are the use of various modifiers and qualifiers to clarify the specific 
meaning of a phrase.  For instance, present, past and future modifiers (tenses) allow one to 
distinguish between something that takes place now from what took place earlier, or what 
is anticipated to happen later.  “dog bit man,” means something else than “dog bites man,” 
or “dog will bite man.”  By adding qualifiers (adjectives, adverbs, etc.), statements can be 
made still more informative.  for instance,  “dog bit man viciously” carries different meaning 
than “dog bit man gently.”  hence, the question: can chimpanzees form novel meaningful 
sentences by applying consistent grammatical rules to the signs they combine? 

do chimpanzees use grammar in the construction of phrases?  the typical 
communications of signing chimpanzees consist of two signs, with some of them grammatically 
expressed  (Gardner and Gardner, 1969, 1986; terrace, 1984; ristau, 1999).  the Gardners’ 
reported that Washoe’s signing obeyed the syntactic rules of object→attribute (“drink red”), 
actor→action (“you drink”), action→object (“open blanket”).  however, it has been argued 
that this consistency in sign ordering was the result of the training procedure, i.e., instances of 
paired-associate learning (thompson and church, 1980).  as chimpanzees grow older, they 
slowly learn new signs.  however, there is apparently no relationship between that increase in 
vocabulary and sentence length.  the long sentences are often just word repetitions, such as the 
chimpanzee trained by terrace et al. (1979) signing “Give orange me give eat orange me eat 
orange give me …” without adding further meaning to the request.  similarly, the lexigrams that 
sherman and austin used in various combinations appeared to reveal no evidence of obeying 
syntactic rules (Greenfield and Savage-Rumbaugh, 1984).  On the other hand, chimpanzees do 
learn to get what they want by forming new combinations of two-sign phrases (ristau, 1999).  
Washoe seeing a swan for the first time, signed “water bird,” and another chimpanzee referred 
to fizzy water by hand signing, “listen drink,” and to a cigarette holder as “metal hot” (Gardner 
and Gardner, 1986).  likewise, a high proportion of sherman and austin’s multiple-sign 
utterances were novel combinations that they were not explicitly trained (savage-rumbaugh, 
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1986).  These findings suggest that, at least on occasions, chimpanzees can combine two or 
more signs meaningfully but there is little evidence that they can form long sentences with 
different meanings by using grammatical rules.  

8.3.5.  Advances in Chimpanzee’s Social Cognition.  interacting with peers and others in 
a social setting requires different cognitive processes than dealing with inanimate objects.  this 
applies in particular to chimpanzees that live in large groups with complex kinship-, gender- 
and power-based relationships, one involving cooperation and competition with different 
individuals, fighting or appeasing them, and forming alliances with them as circumstances 
demand  (de Waal, 1987; byrne and Whiten, 1988; tomasello and call, 1997).  

affective and cognitive communication.  complex social relations require 
communication, and that may be affective and/or cognitive in nature.  affective communication 
is based on the involuntary expression of one’s mood, feelings and desires to other members 
of the group; cognitive communication is based on a voluntary sharing of one’s intentions and 
plans with others.  as we noted earlier, the appreciation of emotional expressions is largely an 
inborn process.  hence the question is not whether chimpanzees can respond to the affective 
states of conspecifics but whether they can also appreciate their cognitive intents, that is, infer 
what the other knows, what it is planning to achieve, and how much it is committed to achieve 
what it is pursuing.  When premack and Woodruff (1978) posed the rhetorical question: “does 
the chimpanzee have a theory of mind?” that ill-chosen term referred to the more modest but 
very important social-cognitive faculty, the attribution of mental states to others, popularly 
known as “mind reading” (Whiten, 1996).  

gaze following, pointing, and referential signaling.  a prerequisite of social cognition 
is the ability to appreciate the other’s current interest or preoccupation.  a simple manifestation 
of that is gaze following, looking in the same direction that the other is looking, a behavior 
widespread among social mammals (emery, 2000).  in the primate line, gaze following, 
which results in joint attention, has been documented in prosimians, like the ring-tailed lemur 
(shepherd and platt, 2008) and in various species of monkeys (burkart and heschl, 2006).  
Gaze following is an involuntary vigilance response that emerges early in infancy but it 
develops into a voluntary act.  it has been reported that an infant chimpanzee followed the 
gaze of an experimenter toward a specific object, without receiving any rewards (Okamoto et 
al., 2002).  adult chimpanzees, and other great apes, not only follow the experimenter’s gaze 
but they may move to a position where they can see what the experimenter is looking at if 
their line of sight is obstructed by a barrier (bräuer et al., 2005).  chimpanzees also use gaze 
direction as a referential cue when an experimenter looks at or points to the correct choice 
object (itakura and tanaka, 1998; tomasello et al., 1998; okamoto et al., 2002; barth et al., 
2005; bräuer et al., 2005; okamoto-barth et al., 2008); and chimpanzees may also learn to 
use gestures to share information with the experimenter (leavens et al., 1996; tomasello and 
Camaioni, 1997).  While pointing with the index finger, like young children do, is not common 
in chimpanzees, it has occasionally been observed  (Krause and fouts, 1997; vèa and sabater 
pì, 1998).  however, it is controversial whether untrained chimpanzees point (vèa and sabater 
pì, 1998; leavens et al., 1996, 2004) or do not point (povinelli and davis, 1994) toward a 
distant target of interest.  finally, there is some evidence that chimpanzees can differentiate 
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between referential (intentional) and non-referential (accidental) signaling.  in a study by 
call and tomasello (1998), chimpanzees, orangutans, and young children were given the task 
to select one of two boxes baited with some reward, and to help them solve that problem, 
the experimenter placed a marker on top of the correct box.  thereafter, the experimenter  
“accidentally” dropped the marker on the incorrect box.  the subjects tended to ignore that 
unintended cue. 

assessing the knowledge of the other in cooperative and competitive tasks.  social 
cognition plays an important role in chimpanzees’ cooperative and competitive behavior.  in a 
situation where chimpanzees had to find a partner to carry out a cooperative task, they tended 
to recruit conspecifics who, based on past experience, were most helpful to them (Melis et 
al., 2006).  conversely, in competitive situations chimpanzees have been known to conceal 
information from conspecifics, such as pretending not to notice the presence of food (Goodall, 
1971), misleading an uncooperative experimenter (Woodruff and premack, 1979) or use other 
forms of deception (de Waal, 1986; Goodall, 1986; byrne and Whiten, 1988).  povinelli et al. 
(1990, 1991) designed a set of experiments to test whether rhesus monkeys and chimpanzees 
can tell if the animal or the experimenter they cooperated with was able to provide them with 
useful information.  The two subjects sat at a modified table with several food cups in its center 
with attached handles, with two of the cups covering a food reward.  When the correct handle 
was pulled either by the animal or the experimenter, a spring apparatus delivered the baited 
cup to each of them.  in the initial phase of the experiment, some animals served as ignorant 
operators (they did not know which cups were baited), other animals served as knowing 
informants that could signal to the experimenter which handle to pull.  both monkeys and 
chimpanzees learned to serve either as operators or informants, indicating that they understood 
the role they had to play.  in the next phase of the experiment, the animals had to reverse their 
role: the operators had to become informants, and vice versa.  none of the four rhesus monkeys 
could learn to play the new role while three of the four chimpanzees reversed their role on the 
very first trial.  In the last phase of the experiment, one animal was paired with two persons 
who served as potential informants.  the animal looked on as one person, the “guesser,” left the 
room before one of the cups was surreptitiously baited, while the other person, the “knower,” 
witnessed the proceedings.  the “guesser” then returned and, sitting opposite the animal, he 
pointed to the incorrect cup whereas the “knower“ pointed to the correct cup.  none of the 
monkeys, even after many trials, could distinguish between the two informants, while three out 
the four chimpanzees followed the “knower’s” advice.  

another experiment tested chimpanzees’ ability to appreciate what other members of the 
group could or could not perceive (hare et al., 2000).  the test involved competition between 
a dominant and a submissive chimpanzee.  in general, the dominant chimpanzee got virtually 
all the food that was visible to both of them because the submissive animal refrained from 
competing with the dominant animal.  however, in situations where some of the food was not 
visible to the dominant animal, the submissive animal did take the food, presumably because it 
knew that the dominant animal could not see what it was doing.  similar results were obtained 
where the submissive animals could see where a food item was hidden but the dominant 
animals could not (hare et al., 2001).  in another experiment chimpanzees had to compete with 
a person for food (hare et al., 2006).  in one of these tests, the person was seated opposite the 
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chimpanzee in a glass booth that had two transparent containers.  the person could see one of 
the containers with food in it but not the other, which was occluded by an opaque barrier.  the 
chimpanzee that could see both containers preferentially approached the one that was invisible 
to the human competitor.  in still another experiment (call et al., 2004), chimpanzees interacted 
with two people: the cooperative person who tried to give food to them but was “unable” to do 
so (the holes were two small to pass the food through a plate), and the “unwilling” person who 
refused to pass food to them.  apparently, the chimpanzees distinguished the two by leaving 
the testing site earlier when facing the “unwilling” person.  

8.3.6.  The Cognitive Abilities and Limitations of Chimpanzees.  the ability of 
chimpanzees to select and modify natural objects to serve as tools to achieve certain ends, 
and the fact that they have some insight into how the tools work, indicates advanced cognitive 
powers.  one of these mental powers is object categorization.  chimpanzees can sort objects 
not only by their color and size, and do that better than monkeys (Garcha and ettlinger, 1979), 
but tend to spontaneously order things into different groups, such as carrying sticks in one 
hand and holding cups in another (spinozzi et al, 1998; spinozzi and langer, 1999), very 
much like young children do (langer et al., 1998).  this categorization is suggestive of concept 
formation.  much like young children, chimpanzees can distinguish objects (including pictures 
of objects) in terms of such conceptual categories as animals, plants, and inanimate things, and 
even into more specific categories, such as trees, sticks and stones; fish, cats and monkeys; 
utensils, vehicles and furniture (spinozzi, 1993; potì, 1997; brown and boysen, 2000; murai 
et al., 2005).  they can also classify objects in terms of their familiarity and complementarity 
(tanaka, 1995).  concept formation is a powerful cognitive ability because it allows an animal 
to apply knowledge gained in one situation to solve a problem in a novel one. 

chimpanzees can form sketchy concepts but not abstract ideas.  the concepts formed 
by advanced subhuman primates appear to be what rosch (1978) called prototypes.  higher 
subhuman primates can form the category of “tree” because all trees share perceptible features 
and properties, such as being tall and upright, having branches and leaves, and suitable for 
climbing and clambering.  they can also distinguish “stones” from “sticks” on the ground, 
since stones are harder and heavier, and better suited for pounding nuts than the softer 
and lighter sticks.  as we have proposed earlier, these are perception- and imagery-based 
sketchy concepts, categories that can be visually represented or portrayed in awareness.  are 
chimpanzees able to form abstract concepts that cannot be portrayed?  as we noted, some 
extensively trained chimpanzees may be able to form the simple abstract concept of “same” 
and “different.”  conceivably, they may also be to able to form such concepts as “small” and 
“large,” or “light” and “heavy,” since these are perceptually obvious categories.  but there is 
currently no evidence that they can form simple ideation-based concepts such as “yesterday” 
and “tomorrow“ or fair” and “unfair,“ let alone such complex ones as “truth” and “untruth,”  
“chance” and “necessity.” 

can chimpanzees engage in analogical reasoning?  an example of abstract concept 
formation is the ability of a young verbal child to recognize that the relationship between 
“bird” and “nest” is similar to that between “dog” and “doghouse” (Goswami and brown, 
1990).  to be able to form such an abstract concept, the child has to engage in analogical 
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reasoning, it has to judge that the two pictorially dissimilar objects are functionally similar.  
apparently, children can form the idea that two pictorially unlike objects—the twiggy, cup-
like, open thing on the tree, and the wooden box on the ground with a door and a roof—
are the “analogous” in the sense that they have comparable uses, both serving the respective 
animals as a “home.”  preschool children can solve various problems based on analogical 
reasoning and it has been argued that analogical reasoning—apprehending relations between 
relations—is a major landmark in children’s cognitive development (halford and Graeme, 
1992).  as have we described earlier (section 7.4.2, fig. 7-25) most capuchin monkeys cannot 
master a relational matching-to-sample task.  can chimpanzees solve such a task by analogical 
reasoning?  premack and his associates (Gillian et al, 1981; premack, 1986; oden et al., 2001) 
reported that the lexigram-trained chimpanzee, sarah, was successful at such a task, suggesting 
the ability to engage in analogical reasoning.

thompson et al. (1997) has re-examined this issue with four language-naïve chimpanzees 
and sarah.  the animals’ task was to solve matching-to-sample problems with pairs of 
perceptually identical and dissimilar objects, and pairs of conceptually identical but dissimilar 
objects.  In the first phase of the experiment (Fig. 8-21A, row 1), the perceptual matching 
task was: if the sample objects are identical, choose mm in the test and ignore no; if the 
sample objects are dissimilar, choose no in the test  and ignore mm.  the conceptual task 
was: if sample is aa, choose bb, ignore cd; if the sample is ef, choose cd, ignore bb.  in 
the second phase of the experiment, the animals were tested with a new set of perceptually 
and conceptually similar and dissimilar objects (fig. 8-21a, row 2).  the results indicated 
that four out of the five chimpanzees tested could solve the matching task in both phases of 
the experiment with a high degree of probability (fig. 8-21 b,c).  more recently, flemming 
et al. (2008) compared the relational matching-to-sample abilities of three primates—rhesus 
monkeys, lexigram-trained chimpanzees, and adult humans—by testing them with sets of 
meaningful and meaningless icons.  the authors found that rhesus monkeys failed in both 
tasks.  chimpanzees had inconsistent success with meaningless icons and were not aided when 
the comparisons were made with meaningful lexigrams.  human children could solve the 
problem with meaningless stimuli and were greatly aided when comparing meaningful stimuli.  
These findings suggest that lexigram-trained chimpanzees are somewhat superior to monkeys 
in forming relational concepts but inferior to preschool children.

does the extensively trained chimpanzees’ ability to solve relational matching-to-sample 
tasks prove that they can entertain the abstract ideas of “same” and “different” and engage in 
analogical reasoning?  as we have argued earlier, monkeys trained to select the odd item a, 
when presented with abb, b when presented with bcc, etc., will choose y when presented 
with the novel items XXy because the odd object stands out perceptually as a “singleton” while 
the others are “multiples.”  likewise, monkeys can solve a relational matching-to-sample task 
because similar stimulus pairs (dd) and dissimilar stimulus pairs (ef) have enough pictorially 
distinguishable features—symmetry and asymmetry, homogeneity and heterogeneity—to 
enable them to solve the problem perceptually without explicit analogical reasoning.  trained 
chimpanzees may be superior to monkeys in such tasks but there is currently no evidence that 
they can engage in analogical reasoning as children do when they recognize the relationships 
between a bird’s nest and a doghouse, two objects that have no common perceptible features.  
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Analogical reasoning requires two faculties that chimpanzees lack, thought- and reflection-
based ideation and anchoring the ideas formed to symbols, such as words.  

advances in self-control.  a facet of an animal’s cognitive status is self-control, the 
ability to inhibit an impulsive or habitual disposition when experience indicates that that 
behavior is not in its best interest.  an experimental method used to study self-control is delay 
of gratification.  When children are presented with the choice of obtaining a small reward 
immediately or wait and get a larger reward later, younger ones tend to go for the smaller 
reward while older children may patiently wait to receive the larger reward (mischel et al., 
1989).  We have reviewed earlier several studies concerned with the ability of various species 
of monkeys to delay gratification (Section 7.7.6).  Most monkeys fail, but with prolonged 
training a few animals may succeed in delaying gratification (Anderson et al., 2010).  Great 
apes appear to be superior to monkeys in self-control.  in one study, four test-sophisticated 
chimpanzees and an orangutan looked on while twenty pieces of chocolate were slowly placed 
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into a bowl by the experimenter (beran, 2002).  the apes could remove the pieces as they were 
being placed into the bowl, and consume them, but doing that terminated the trial.  the animals 
learned to refrain from getting the pieces until all of them were placed into the bowl.  the four 
chimpanzees succeeded in delaying gratification even when the experimenter was absent and 
the chocolate was delivered automatically by a dispenser, waiting over 10 minutes before they 
collected all the available pieces (beran and evans, 2006).  

The Tacit Awareness of Chimpanzees.  broadly conceived, being aware or conscious are 
synonyms for being awake and cognizant of what goes on around us.  however, a distinction 
has to be made between tacit awareness and explicit consciousness.  Walking on the pavement 
while talking to a friend and avoiding obstacles in my path, i must be tacitly aware of what 
i am doing. When reaching the curb i step down, i must be tacitly aware that i came to the 
end of the sidewalk.  however, because my attention is focused on the conversation, i am not 
explicitly conscious of what i am doing.  to become explicitly conscious of what i am doing, i 
have to think and reflect upon what goes on around me and of my actions and reactions.  That, 
of course, requires linguistic mediation.  chimpanzees are just as alert as we are when awake.  
they appear to feel, sense, perceive, and remember much as we do and, as experimental 
studies indicate, they can reason and make choices when challenged to solve difficult or novel 
problems.  However, with the possible exception of fleeting moments of insight and foresight, 
lacking words to consolidate ideas and work with them, chimpanzees cannot engage in 
reflection, hence they cannot be explicitly conscious of what goes on in the world around them.  

are chimpanzees aware of themselves?  being implicitly aware of what transpires 
around them, are chimpanzees aware of themselves as agents of their actions?  a procedure 
that is thought to affirmatively answer this question is the test of self-recognition in a mirror.  
As we have described it earlier (Section 6.5.3), a Siamese fighting fish facing a mirror in its 
aquarium responds to its own image as if it is an intruder and assumes a fighting posture.  The 
same behavior has also been observed in lizards (section 6.7.3).  obviously, lower vertebrates 
do not recognize their image in a mirror as themselves.  Gallup (1970, 1982) pioneered the 
experimental investigation of how monkeys and chimpanzees respond to their mirror image.  
When first sighting their visage in a mirror, both behave as if facing another animal and try 
to interact with it.  but after a few hours chimpanzees, but not monkeys, exhibit a series of 
activities—such as picking their teeth while looking into to the mirror or turning their body to 
inspect their rear—that suggest that they are gradually coming to realize that they are looking 
at themselves.  to verify this experimentally, Gallup anesthetized monkeys and chimpanzees, 
and marked their forehead with an odorless paint.  those chimpanzees that had previous 
experience with the mirror (but not those that lacked such experience) touched the painted 
area on their forehead with their fingers.  They obviously recognized that they were looking 
at themselves.  in contrast, none of the monkeys tested have passed this test.  follow-up 
studies have revealed that mirror self-recognition is an acquired cognitive ability that develops 
slowly in chimpanzees.  self-recognition is not evident in infants younger than 2 years but is 
exhibited by juveniles 4 years or older (lin et al., 1992; povinelli et al., 1993).  according to 
a recent study, two out of ten chimpanzees appeared to recognize themselves when looking at 
themselves on a television screen, and performed self-exploratory behavior upon seeing their 
image (hirata, 2007).  
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but is passing the mirror self-recognition test evidence for explicit self-consciousness in 
the sense of being responsible agents of one's actions?  We propose that this test indicates no 
more than that, thanks to their advanced cognitive abilities, chimpanzees can learn to recognize 
themselves in a mirror or on a video screen much as they can recognize others when so 
presented.  Our concept of the “self” is an abstract idea, based on reflection and introspection, 
of being perceiving subjects and agents of our actions.  the chimpanzees “self” may be no 
more than a body image based on such experiences as localizing where they hurt or itch, sites 
where scratching or grooming provides relief, and a self-feeling based on frustration when 
denied access to desired things and pleasure when gratified. 

8.3.7.  Do Chimpanzees Have a Culture?  As we noted earlier, field observations have 
established that there are consistent differences among different chimpanzee populations 
regarding the type of natural tools they use and how they use them.  chimpanzees evidently 
have traditions.  but does that also mean, as some observers have argued (mcGrew et al. 1979; 
mcGrew, 1992; boesch et al., 1994; Whiten et al., 2009), that they have a culture?  We propose 
that chimpanzees lack a culture in the anthropological sense of the term because that refers to 
a linguistically transmitted and preserved system of institutionalized duties, beliefs, values, 
and norms that they do not have.  in human societies, whether primitive or advanced, there is 
the institution of marriage, in which the husband’s duty is to care for the children he sires, and 
the female's responsibility is to abstain from adulterous relationships.  institutionalized moral 
and religious values and beliefs dictate what members of a society consider virtuous or sinful, 
true or false, sacred or profane.  technical norms determine what kind of tools, weapons, and 
utensils meet acceptable standards, and aesthetic norms influence what is considered in good 
or bad taste, beautiful or ugly.   

passive transmission of traditions and active transmission of culture.  the culture of 
a human society is actively transmitted from one generation to the next primarily by language, 
such as informal advice, praise and criticism, and formal lecturing, instruction and training.  
parents tell children what they must or must not do; what is decent and indecent, and how to 
handle artifacts properly.  and children ask their parents for advice what is right or wrong and 
how to carry out difficult tasks.  This kind of deliberate, language-mediated transmission of the 
group’s conceptual knowledge and technical expertise does not exist in chimpanzee societies.  
What is transmitted to the young chimpanzee is limited to what their elders happen to practice 
in their daily life, such as how to find feeding grounds, what is edible and what is not, what 
is dangerous and what is safe, and how to prepare and use natural tools to extract hard-to-get 
nutrients.  in that way, chimpanzees get to know that solid mounds hide nutritious termites or 
ants and that they can be gathered in large numbers by using a probe, or get the tasty kernels 
of hard nuts by cracking them with a stick or a stone. We ought not equate these advanced 
imitation-based traits as the equivalents of the instruction-based norms and values of human 
cultures.

from animals to humans.  humans differ profoundly from animals: (i) we can generate 
abstract ideas; (ii) link ephemeral ideas to words and phrases, (iii) use language to think, reflect 
and introspect, and tell others what we experience; (iv) produce complex devices and tools; 
and (v) use language to create a material and spiritual culture that endures and may expand 
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through successive generations.  that complex of human abilities has inborn and learned 
components.  human infants begin to babble before they learn how to form words and are self-
driven to incrementally learn the names of things they encounter, and actions and events that 
they witness.  the young child combines these words into meaningful grammatical sentences 
and utters these not only to request things but also to engage in conversations and exchange 
information with others.  humans are driven to understand why things are as they are and the 
causes that lie behind change.  all that is accomplished mainly through informal and formal 
education.  chimpanzees, our closest animal relations, are inquisitive, manually skilled and 
very intelligent beings, and they can be trained to sign or use tokens to request and obtain 
rewards.  however, chimpanzees lack the epistemic drive to interpret and explain what they 
learn and, therefore, do not form ideas, use referential symbols, and ask questions or make 
statements.  While pongid intelligence and manual dexterity is a precious legacy, humans differ 
profoundly from apes.  By using words that stand for abstract ideas, humans think and reflect, 
and then use language to exchange information while teaching and learning from each other.  
as the generations succeed one another, the fund of knowledge of a particular culture, and 
its technical resources, expands and improves. thus, cultural evolution comes to supplement 
neural and mental evolution.  that evolutionary process, as we describe it in the next chapter, 
began in africa about 7.4 million years ago as some man-like primates with ape-like brains 
turned into hominids with upright stance and fully-freed hands.  that was followed by several 
genera and species of hominins that evolved larger brains and learned to fabricate better tools, 
weapons and utensils.  finally, primitive and modern humans evolved who used fire and made 
clothing to colonize all habitable parts of our globe and eventually become its masters.

summary: mental evolution from sentience to awareness.  below we summarize the 
stages in the evolution of awareness in the line of species that have led to the evolution of humans 
(table 8-1).  these stages commenced with the putative protopathic sentience of single-celled 
animals (protozoans).  We assume that these tiny individuals are sentient beings because they 
display the primal organic function of subjective experience: liking what promotes survival, 
and disliking what endangers survival.  however because they lack sense organs and a nervous 
system, they cannot be aware of an outside world.  as multiple-celled animals (metazoans) 
evolved subsequently, the mind became the organic product of specialized sensory cells and 
nerve cells.  We have attributed qualeous sentience, the experience of elementary sensations, 
to cnidarians, primitive invertebrates with a peripheral nerve net.  next, in the vertebrate line 
that led to humans—fishes, amphibians, reptiles, basal mammals, and prosimians—the central 
nervous system became progressively elaborated, endowing these animals with improved 
perceptual, mnemonic and cognitive powers.  finally, the cognitive powers of higher subhuman 
primates—monkeys and apes—with large brains reached the level that each individual has the 
potential to become tacitly aware of what transpires in its environment and enables it to pursue 
goals voluntarily and purposively.

8.3.8.  Our Pongid Somatic and Mental Legacies.  The great apes, as exemplified by 
extant chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes and Pan paniscus), have acquired somatic, behavioral 
and mental traits that paved the way for the emergence of humans.  among their advances traits 
are the following.
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(i) Increase in body size.  chimpanzees are larger than most monkeys.  this has reduced the 
risk, as individuals and as a group, to become easy victims of predation, and has enhanced their 
ability to exploit the vast resources of the forests and adjacent open lands that they inhabit.  

(ii) Increase in brain size and complexity.  large bodies can support the metabolic needs of 
large brains.  the neocortex of chimpanzees is much larger and more foliated than that of 
monkeys of nearly the same size, such as baboons and mandrills.  larger brains provide the 
potential for increased memory capacity and computing power.

(iii) Lengthening of the reproductive cycle and development.  sexual maturation is delayed in 
chimpanzees by several years, when compared with monkeys, and their gestation and lactation 
periods have lengthened.  this enables maturing females to acquire more experience how to 
take care of their young and spend more time in caring for them.  that, in turn, gives the young 
not only added protection but also a longer period of apprenticeship.

(iv) Improved freeing of the dexterous hands.  Loss of the tail exemplifies the increased 
predilection of great apes to spend time in a comfortable seated position with hands freed to 

MENTAL PROCESS PHYLOGENETIC ORIGINS

TABLE 8-1
MENTAL EVOLUTION FROM LOWER INVERTEBRATES TO APES

AMOEBAS, CILIATES
Protozoans without sense organs and a nervous 
system that seek life-promoting conditions and 
shun life-endangering conditions

HYDRA, JELLYFISH
Metazoans with elementary sense organs and a 
peripheral nervous system.

ALL VERTEBRATES
Cranial sense organs and topographically organized 
brains.

1. PROTOPATHIC SENTIENCE
Inchoate feelings (pleasure and displea-
sure) without awareness of the external 
world.

2. QUALEOUS SENTIENCE
Sensing the subjective qualia of stimuli 
(sweet or bitter, fragrant or putrid, bright 
or dim, red or blue).

3. ISOMORPHOUS TACIT AWARENESS
Realistic perception (representation) of 
some features and properties of objects.

PALEOCEPHALON (Fish, amphibians, reptiles 
without manual dexterity).
Unimodal visual representation of the surface 
features of objects.

SMALL NEENCEPHALON (Mammals with some 
manual dexterity).
Multimodal visual-haptic representation of the 
multifarious properties of objects.

3A. PHENOMENAL AWARENESS
Perceiving the shape, size, texture, 
distance, and trajectory of objects.

3B. SUBSTANTIVE AWARENESS
Perceiving the weight, strength, 
pliability, and composition of objects.

LARGER NEENCEPHALON (Monkeys and Apes).
Grouping objects into structural and functional 
categories.

3C. CONCEPTUAL AWARENESS
Forming concepts of objects sharing 
similar perceptible properties.
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pick and shell fruits, use tools, take care of the young, and engage in such prosocial activities 
as reciprocal grooming. 

(v) Use and modification of natural tools.  Wild chimpanzees use twigs as probes to fish for 
termites or ants, and wooden branches and stones (much like new World capuchin monkeys) as 
hammers and anvils to crack nuts.  this allows them to exploit highly nutritious resources not 
available to most old World monkeys.  some chimpanzees also display limited comprehension 
how tools work.

(vi) Social stratification.  chimpanzees live in complex, hierarchically organized troops.  
individuals with superior physical strength and mental abilities tend to acquire dominance 
over others less well endowed.

(vii) Affective advances.  among the prosocial advances of chimpanzees are the enduring 
affectionate bonds that form between mothers and their offspring, and the predilection of group 
members to maintain amicable relationships with one another.  however, chimpanzees also 
display antisocial traits.  Intragroup conflicts periodically lead to bickering and fights, and 
occasional intergroup conflicts lead to warfare with lethal consequences. 

(viii) Mnemonic advances.  chimpanzees have an excellent visual and spatial memory and can 
recollect experiences after a single experience.  unlike monkeys, they can learn directly from 
observation by imitating and copying the behavior of others. 

(ix) Cognitive advances and limitations.  experimental studies indicate that chimpanzees 
readily sort objects into natural categories, and may be able to form simple relational concepts 
that can be pictorially represented, such as same or different.  however, there is no evidence 
that they can form abstract ideas, such as true or false, just or unjust, possibly or necessarily.  
several investigators have succeeded in training a few chimpanzees to communicate by hand 
signing, using plastic tokens or touching computer icons.  however, there is no evidence that 
they use these referential tokens as symbols for abstract ideas.  they use tokens to request and 
obtain desired things and engage in social activities but they do not ask questions or engage 
in conversations, as children do, to expand their knowledge base and gain understanding; they 
lack an epistemic drive.  and while chimpanzees are tacitly aware of what transpires in the 
world around them, there is no evidence that they can engage in introspection and reflection; 
hence, they must lack explicit consciousness. 
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